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aEach victim of suicide gives his act a personal stamp which expresses his
temperament, the special conditions in which he or she is involved, and which,
consequently, cannot be explained by the social and general causes of the
phenomenon.a(
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Figure 1. Suicide Rates for Men= Women= and the Nation= BSA= 1D33E2FF-
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Figure 2. Suicide Rates by Kender and Race= BSA= 1D33E2FF-
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Figure 3. Suicide Rates for Whites and Nonwhites= BSA= 1D33E2FF-
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AKD!gHCD!!B**K&'!m!E$2'*3!AeHHfC!%1%K&0(!(.)(!(.&!;$%$-&+($4$0)($*+!*4!%1$0$-&!-&)(.%!
)'&!;*'&!2$T&23!(*!.)KK&+!$+!%K&0$4$0!-&;*>')K.$0!>'*1K%8!+);&238!"4'$0)+!
";&'$0)+%!A9)'%.)1&'!m!E*+T8!eHghC8!W)($6&!";&'$0)+%8!L*;&+8!)-*2&%0&+(%!)+-!
(.&!&2-&'23!A/$%.&'8!FGGG_!7)2$J8!eHHgCD!!B*+('*6&'%3!'&;)$+%!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!1+-&'!
'&K*'($+>!)+-!;$%[$-&+($4$0)($*+!*4!*44$0$)2!%1$0$-&!%()($%($0%8!.*L&6&'8!'&%&)'0.&'%!
>&+&')223!*44&'!(.'&&!'&)%*+%!4*'!K*%%$J2&!$+)001')0$&%!$+!%1$0$-&!-&(&';$+)($*+D!!
"00*'-$+>!(*!I$;;&';)+%!AFGGiC!(.&%&!$+)001')0$&%!$+021-&R!kdeC!(.&!&=1$6*0)2$(3!
*4!%1$0$-&_!FC!2&>)28!)-;$+$%(')($6&8!)+-!K'*0&-1')2!6)'$)($*+%!)0'*%%!>&*>')K.$0!
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'&>$*+%_!)+-!ZC!K'&%%1'&!4'*;!'&2)($6&%!L.*!L$%.!(*!)6*$-!(.&!%($>;)!*4!%1$0$-&l!AKD!
hGCD!!I.1%8!4*'!)!6)'$&(3!*4!'&)%*+%8!&%($;)(&%!*4!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&%!)'&!2$T&23!(*!J&!
1+-&'&%($;)($*+%!*4!(.&!)0(1)2!;)>+$(1-&!*4!(.&!K'*J2&;!A,)''$%.!m!I1+T2&8!FGGfCD!
!
Suicides in Washington State
!

:+4*';)($*+!4'*;!+)($*+)2!%()($%($0%!$+-$0)(&%!(.)(!4*'!)22!)>&!>'*1K%!*4!K&*K2&!

L.*!-$&-!J3!%1$0$-)2!;&)+%8!9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!')+T&-!Fe%(!$+!FGGfD!!:+!FGGf!
9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!.)-!hFF!'&0*'-&-!-&)(.%!J3!%1$0$-&!AE0:+(*%._!FGGfC8!L.$0.!$%!eG!
4&L&'!-&)(.%!(.)+!'&0*'-&-!$+!FGGcD!
/*'!9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!)-*2&%0&+(%!)>&%!eG[Fc8!%1$0$-&!')(&%!-&02$+&-!fDFu!$+!
FGGe!AN*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!AN7,,C8!FGGgCD!!/'*;!eHHg!(*!FGGe8!(.&'&!
L&'&!)!(*()2!*4!ieg!%1$0$-&!-&)(.%!*4!(&&+%!J&(L&&+!(.&!)>&%!*4!eG[FcD!!">)$+!2$T&!(.&!
+)($*+)2!%()($%($0%8!3*1+>!;)2&%!()T&!(.&$'!2$6&%!;*'&!*4(&+!(.)+!4&;)2&%D!!9.$2&8!
4&;)2&%!;)-&!(L$0&!)%!;)+3!)((&;K(%!*+!(.&$'!2$4&8!)6&')>$+>!*6&'!Z8GGG!)%!'&K*'(&-!
J3!&;&'>&+03!.*%K$()2%!'&0*'-%!$+!9)%.$+>(*+!$+!FGGe!AN7,,_!FGGgCD!!N*1+>!;)2&%!
*+!(.&!*(.&'!.)+-!;)-&!e8fGZ!'&0*'-&-!)((&;K(%D!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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/$>1'&!! cD! 9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!-&)(.!')(&%!j!N*1(.!eG[Fc!AeHHg[FGGFC!
!
<)(&%!0*;K)'&-!(*!5D7D!

!
v!FGGc[FGGg!N*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!
!
!
!
!

/$>1'&! fD! W1;J&'!*4!)((&;K(&-!%1$0$-&%!J3!9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!3*1(.!AeHHg[FGGFC!

!
v!FGGc[FGGg!N*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!
!

1,

/$>1'&! iD! E)2&%!6%D!/&;)2&!')(&!*4!%1$0$-&!!
!
"6&')>&!<)(&p!K&'!e8GGG!9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&!3*1(.!AeHHg[FGGFC!

!
v!FGGc[FGGg!N*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!

!
!
+;BeA>ta;Bi;F(tGe(1aR>e(-T(,RiciBe(
k71$0$-&!)%!)!K1J2$0!.&)2(.!0*+0&'+!-'$6&%!(.&!%&)'0.!4*'!0)1%)2$(3Dl!!#)6$-!
7)(0.&'8!ei(.!71'>&*+!Q&+&')2D!
!
!

I.&!0)1%&!*4!%1$0$-&!$%!1+T+*L+D!!b*$+&'!AFGGfC!*J%&'6&%!(.)(!(.&'&!$%!+*!

*6&')'0.$+>!(.&*'38!L.$0.!)00*1+(%!4*'!(.&!6)'3$+>!-&>'&&%!*4!$+-$6$-1)2$(3!L.&+!
%*;&*+&!0.**%&%!(*!()T&!(.&$'!2$4&D!!M6&'!ZG8GGG!";&'$0)+%!)!3&)'!*+!)6&')>&!L$22!
0*;;$(!(.$%!%$+>12)'!)+-!$+-&K&+-&+(!)0(!*4!%1$0$-&D!!W*(!*+23!$%!%1$0$-&!(')>$0!)+-!
-$%0*+0&'($+>8!$(!$%!)2%*!*+&!*4!(.&!;*%(!-$44$012(!)'&)%!(*!%(1-3D!!<&%&)'0.!$%!
1-

41+-);&+()223!2$;$(&-!-1&!(*!(.&!-&)(.!*4!$(%!%1J`&0(%!A?&';)+8!b*J&%8!m!7$26&';)+8!
FGGiCD!!
!

O*L&6&'8!-&%K$(&!+*(!.)6$+>!)!0*;K&22$+>!(.&*'&($0)2!4');&L*'T!4*'!%1$0$-&8!

;10.!.)%!J&&+!2&)'+&-!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!'&2)($*+%.$K%!)+-!$+(&')0($6&!&44&0(!);*+>!'$%T!
4)0(*'%8!0.)')0(&'$%($0%!)+-!6)'$)J2&%!4*1+-!);*+>!$+-$6$-1)2%8!(.&$'!4);$2$&%8!(.&!
;&-$)!)+-!012(1')2!-$44&'&+0&%D!!!
71$0$-)2!J&.)6$*'!$%!0*+6*21(&-!)+-!2)3&'&-!L$(.!;12($K2&!;&)+$+>%D!!7*;&!
'$%T!4)0(*'%!6)'3!L$(.!)>&8!>&+-&'!)+-!&(.+$0!>'*1K8!)+-!;)3!&6&+!0.)+>&!*6&'!($;&!
AB*+L&22!m!?'&+(8!eHHfCD!!I.&!'$%T!4)0(*'%!4*'!%1$0$-&!4'&=1&+(23!*001'!$+!
0*;J$+)($*+!L$(.!&)0.!*(.&'!AE*%0$0T$8!FGGeCD!!"!-$)>+*%$%!*4!-&K'&%%$*+!*'!*(.&'!
;**-!-$%*'-&'%!)'&!'&K*'(&-!);*+>!3*1(.!L.*!.)6&!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&!A?'&+(8!
,&'K&'8!E*'$(^8!"22;)+8!/'$&+-8!<*(.8!70.L&&'%8!?)2)0.8!m!?)1>.&'8!eHHZ_!<1((&'!m!
?&.'&+-(8!FGGcC8!)+-!*4(&+!*001'!L$(.!)20*.*2!)+-!*(.&'!-'1>!1%&!)+-!)J1%&!A?'&+(8!
,&'K&'8!E*'$(^8!?)1>.&'8!70.L&&'%8!m!<*(.8!eHHcCD!!";*+>!(.&!;*%(!%(1-$&-!
6)'$)J2&%!'&2)($+>!(*!3*1(.!%1$0$-&!)'&!(.&!$+421&+0&!*4!4);$23!A9)>+&'8!7$26&';)+!m!
E)'($+8!FGGZC8!%('&%%412!2$4&!&6&+(%!A?&)1(')$%8!b*30&8!m!E12-&'8!eHHgC_!$+(&'K&'%*+)2!
0*+42$0(!)+-!%*0$)2!$%*2)($*+!A?'&+(8!,&'K&'8!?)1>.&'8!<*(.8!?)')0.8!m!70.L&&'%8!
eHHZ_!P&L$+%*.+8!<*.-&8!m!7&&2&38!eHHc_!Q*12-8!/$%.&'8!,)'$-&%8!/2*'38!m!7.)44&'8!
eHHi_C_!-$%(*'($*+%!$+!0*>+$($6&!K'*J2&;[%*26$+>!A@2$;&%[#*1>)+8!/'&&8!<*+%)6$22&8!
7($2L&228!9&2%.8!m!<)-T&[N)''*L8!eHHHC_!)+-!4)12(3!0*K$+>!%(')(&>$&%!AI$%.2&'8!
E0@&+'38!m!E*'>)+8!eHheCD!
I.&'&!;)3!)2%*!J&!0)1%)2!2$+T%!(*!%1$0$-&!L$(.!'&>)'-!(*!$;$()($*+!)+-!
%1>>&%($J$2$(38!%10.!)%!(.&!&YK*%1'&!(*!(.&!%1$0$-)2!J&.)6$*'!*4!)+*(.&'!K&'%*+!
1.

AO)'T)63[/'$&-;)+8!"%+$%8!?*&0T8!m!#$4$*'&8!eHhgC!*'!&6&+!(*!;&-$)D!!"+!&Y);K2&!*4!
;&-$)!$+421&+0&!$%!(.&!0)%&!*4!(.&!3*1(.!L.*!$;$()(&-!(.&!%1$0$-&!*4!'*0T!%()'!@1'(!
B*J)$+D!!I.&!3*1(.!T$22&-!.$;%&24!*+!"K'$2!f(.8!(.&!-)3!@1'(!B*J)$+!&+-&-!.$%!2$4&!
L$(.!)!4$'&)';!$+!eHHc!)(!)>&!Fg!$+!7&)((2&8!9)%.$+>(*+!Ab*J&%8!?&';)+8!M\B)''*228!
U)%(>)'-8!m!@+$0T;&3&'8!eHHiCD!
!
Biochemical Connection
M+&!K)'($012)'!2$+&!*4!$+=1$'3!$%!(.&!J$*0.&;$%('3!*4!%1$0$-&D!!,*%(;*'(&;!
)+)23%$%!*4!J*-3!421$-%8!%10.!)%!J2**-8!0&'&J'*%K$+)2!421$-!)+-!1'$+&!4'*;!$+-$6$-1)2%!
L.*!.)6&!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&%8!$+-$0)(&%!)2(&')($*+%!*4!+&1'*(')+%;$((&'%!%10.!)%!
%&'*(*+$+!)+-!+*'&K$+&K.'$+&!A"')+>*!m!E)++8!eHHFCD!!I.$%!%1>>&%(%!(.)(!K&*K2&!
L.*!T$22!(.&;%&26&%!;)3!.)6&!-$%($+>1$%.$+>!0.)+>&%!$+!(.&$'!J')$+!0.&;$%('3!)+-!
K.3%$*2*>3!AE)++8!M=1&+-*8!5+-&'L**-8!m!"')+>*8!eHHHCD!!E*%(!+*()J238!'&%&)'0.!
$%!%(1-3$+>!%&'*(*+$+8!)!+&1'*(')+%;$((&'!(.)(!$+.$J$(%!%&24[.)';D!!#$;$+$%.&-!2&6&2%!
*4!%&'*(*+$+!)'&!4*1+-!$+!K)($&+(%!L$(.!-&K'&%%$*+8!$;K12%&!0*+('*2!-$%*'-&'%8!)!
.$%(*'3!*4!6$*2&+(!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(%!)+-!)2%*!$+!)1(*K%$&-!J')$+%!*4!$+-$6$-1)2%!L.*!
0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&!A,&2T*+&+8!m!E)'((1+&+8!FGGZCD!!kI.&!*1(0*;&!*4!%10.!'&%&)'0.!
;)3!&+)J2&!(.*%&!612+&')J2&!(*!)((&;K(&-!%1$0$-&8!(*!J&!$-&+($4$&-!)+-!
)KK'*K'$)(&23!('&)(&-!J&4*'&!(.&3!.)';!(.&;%&26&%l!AP&*+)'-8!FGGf8!KD!effCD!!
!
Psychosocial Issues of Suicide
I.&!0*;K2&Y$(3!*4!%1$0$-&!-&&K&+%!41'(.&'!L.&+!0*+%$-&'$+>!(.&!$+(&'+)2!
L*'2-!*4!%*;&*+&!%144&'$+>!4'*;!%1$0$-&!$-&)($*+D!!M+&!L)3!(*!)00&%%!(.&!$+(')[
1G

K%30.$0!K.&+*;&+*+!*4!(.&!%1$0$-)2!;$+-!$%!J3!$+(&'6$&L%!L$(.!(.*%&!L.*!.)-!
)((&;K(&-!%1$0$-&!AB*''8!W)J&8!m!B*''8!FGGZCD!!I.&$'!%(*'$&%!0*+%$%(&+(23!-&%0'$J&-!
(.'&&!%$;$2)'!$+(')[K%30.$0!0*+-$($*+%!K'$*'!(*!(.&$'!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(R!eC!4&&2$+>%!*4!
.)K2&%%+&%%!Abeing ill fated or unluckyC8!FC!)!%&+%&!*4!.&2K2&%%+&%%8!)+-!ZC!)+!
*6&'L.&2;$+>!K&'0&K($*+!*4!.*K&2&%%+&%%!AKD!cgFCD!!!
7.+&$-;)+!AeHHiC!*44&'&-!4$6&!021%(&'%!*4!L.)(!.&!0)22%!psychological pain!
L$(.$+!(.&!$+(&'+)2!L*'2-!*4!%1$0$-)2!;$+-%D!!I.&%&!$+021-&-R!keC!(.L)'(&-!2*6&8!
)00&K()+0&8!)+-!J&2*+>$+>8!FC!4')0(1'&-!0*+('*28!K'&-$0()J$2$(38!)+-!)'')+>&;&+(8!ZC!
)%%)12(&-!%&24[$;)>&!)+-!(.&!)6*$-)+0&!*4!%.);&8!cC!'1K(1'&-!T&3!'&2)($*+%.$K%8!)+-!
fC!&Y0&%%$6&!)+>&'8!')>&!)+-!.*%($2$(3l!AKD!FfCD!!
b*$+&'!AFGGfC!0*;J$+&%!(.&!$++&'!)+-!*1(&'!L*'2-%!*4!)!%1$0$-)2!K&'%*+!4*'!)+!
&0*2*>$0)2!)KK'*)0.!(*!(.&!K%30.*2*>3!*4!%1$0$-&D!!I.'&&!0*;;*+!&2&;&+(%!;1%(!
&Y$%(!)+-!)22!0*+6&'>&!$+!*'-&'!4*'!%*;&*+&!(*!&+(&'!L.)(!b*$+&'!AFGGfC!0)22%!)!
trajectory!(*L)'-%!-&)(.R!keC!(.&!)0=1$'&-!)J$2$(3!(*!&+)0(!2&(.)2!%&24[$+`1'38!FC!
(.L)'(&-!J&2*+>$+>+&%%8!)+-!ZC!K&'0&$6&-!J1'-&+%*;&+&%%l!AKD!HeCD!
P&*+)'-!AFGGfC!%()(&-!(.)(!)!0*+0&K(1)2!4');&L*'T!4*'!%(1-3$+>!(.&!
K.&+*;&+*+!*4!%1$0$-&!;1%(!$+021-&!J*(.!(.&!$+(&'[K&'%*+)2!)+-!$+(')[K&'%*+)2!
K&'%K&0($6&8!L.$2&!)(!(.&!%);&!($;&!+*(!$>+*'$+>!(.&!$+(&'K2)3!*4!J$*0.&;$0)28!
K%30.*%*0$)2!)+-!&+6$'*+;&+()2!0*+%($(1&+(%D!!I.$%!)'')3!*4!;12($4)0&(&-!6)'$)J2&%!
)+-!(&;K*')2!$+0*+%$%(&+0$&%!)'&!)22!0*++&0(&-!(*!(.&!K.&+*;&+*+!*4!%1$0$-&D!!/'*;!
(.&!$+(&'$*'!*4!(.&!%1$0$-)2!;$+-!(*!(.&!&Y(&'$*'!L*'2-!(.)(!$+421&+0&%!%1$0$-)2!
K&'0&K($*+%8!(.&!4)0(*'%!)'&!4)'!')+>$+>!)+-!$+0*+021%$6&D!!!

1H

E*%0$0T$!AFGGeC!K*%$(%!(.)(!(.&!0*+0&K(1)2!4');&L*'T!4*'!(.&!0)1%)2$(3!*4!
%1$0$-&!;1%(!)2%*!$+021-&!+*(!*+23!(.&!0.)')0(&'$%($0%!)2'&)-3!;&+($*+&-!J1(!
6)'$)J2&%!%10.!)%R!K'$*'!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(%8!4);$23!.$%(*'3!*4!;&+()2!-$%*'-&'!*'!
%1J%()+0&!)J1%&8!4);$23!.$%(*'3!*4!%1$0$-&8!4);$23!6$*2&+0&!$+021-$+>!K.3%$0)2!*'!
%&Y1)2!)J1%&8!4$'&)';%!$+!(.&!.*;&8!$+0)'0&')($*+8!)+-!&YK*%1'&!(*!(.&!%1$0$-)2!
J&.)6$*'!*4!*(.&'%8!L.$0.!$+021-&%!4);$23!;&;J&'%8!K&&'%8!)+-!&6&+!$;)>&%!4'*;!
(.&!;&-$)D!
!
Variables and Risk Factors of Suicide
!

I.&'&!$%!+*!)00&K(&-!0*;K'&.&+%$6&!(.&*'&($0)2!4');&L*'T!4*'!%1$0$-&!

J&0)1%&!%1$0$-)2!J&.)6$*'!$%!0*;K2&Y!)+-!2)3&'&-!L$(.!;12($K2&!;&)+$+>%!)+-!
1+02&)'!$+(&'K'&()($*+%!A?'&+(8!,&'K&'8!E*'$(^8!"22;)+8!/'$&+-8!<*(.8!70.L&&'%8!
?)2)0.8!m!?)1>.&'8!eHHZ_!<1((&'!m!?&.'&+-(8!FGGcCD!!O*L&6&'8!;10.!.)%!J&&+!
2&)'+&-!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!$+(&')0($6&!&44&0(!);*+>!'$%T!4)0(*'%8!(.&!'&2)($*+%.$K%!);*+>!
%1$0$-)2!0.)')0(&'$%($0%!)+-!0*;K&($+>!6)'$)J2&%!4*1+-!);*+>!$+-$6$-1)2%8!(.&$'!
4);$2$&%8!(.&!;&-$)!)+-!012(1')2!*'!&(.+$0!-$44&'&+0&%!A?&';)+8!b*J&%!m!7$26&';)+8!
FGGiCD!
I.&!;*%(!01''&+(!'&%&)'0.!('&+-%!-$6$-&!6)'$)J2&%!)%%*0$)(&-!L$(.!(.&!'$%T!*4!
%1$0$-&!$+(*!&$(.&'!K%30.*%*0$)2!*'!J$*0.&;$0)2!-*;)$+%!AE*%0$0T$8!FGGeCD!!I.$%!
$+(&'K2)3!J&(L&&+!(.&!-*;)$+%!*4!$+-$6$-1)2!)+-!.$%!*'!.&'!&+6$'*+;&+(!)KK&)'%!
&6$-&+(8!.*L&6&'!+*!%$+>2&!0*+('$J1($+>!0.)')0(&'$%($0!$%!0*+%$%(&+(23!)%%*0$)(&-!
L$(.!)!%1$0$-&!-&)(.D!!I.&'&!)'&!;)+3!&+6$'*+;&+()2!0.)')0(&'$%($0%!%1''*1+-$+>!
-&)(.!J3!%1$0$-&D!!/)0(*'%!')+>&!4'*;!(.&!;*2&012)'!(*!K*%%$J2&!012(1')2!('$>>&'%D!
1D

!

9)>+&'8!7$26&';)+!m!E)'($+!AFGGZC!K'*6$-&-!)!2$%(8!(.*1>.!+*(!&Y.)1%($6&8!*4!

0.)')0(&'$%($0%!)+-]*'!K*%%$J2&!;&0.)+$%;%!(.)(!.)6&!J&&+!)%%*0$)(&-!L$(.!
0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&%R!
•

,'&6$*1%!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(%_!

•

#&;*>')K.$0!6)'$)J2&%!*4!)>&8!;)'$()2!%()(1%!)+-!&(.+$0$(3_!

•

/);$23!.$%(*'3!*4!%1$0$-&8!-&K'&%%$*+8!J$K*2)'!-$%*'-&'!)+-!)20*.*2!)J1%&_!

•

,&'%*+)2!.$%(*'3!*4!2&>)2!('*1J2&!)%!)+!)-12(!)+-!)%!)!`16&+$2&_!

•

B1''&+(!)+-!K)%(!-$)>+*%$%!*4!-&K'&%%$*+!)+-]*'!J$K*2)'!-$%*'-&'_!

M(.&'!$+-$0)(*'%!K'*K*%&-!J3!?'&+(8!,&'K&'8!E*'$(^8!?)1>.&'8!<*(.8!m!?)')0.!
AeHHZC_!Q*12-8!/$%.&'8!,)'$-&%8!/2*'38!m!7.)44&'!AeHHiC_!)+-!P&L$+%*.+8!<*.-&8!m!
7&&2&3!AeHHcC!)2%*!)KK&)'&-!+*(&L*'(.3D!!I.&%&!$+021-&R!
•

<)>&8!)+>&'8!%&&T$+>!'&6&+>&_!

•

O*K&2&%%+&%%_!

•

9$(.-')L$+>!4'*;!4'$&+-%8!4);$238!*'!%*0$&(3_!
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Figure G. Cumulative Number of BSA Suicides and Estimates of Survivors=
1DH1E2FF- Plast 2- yearsQ
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-&)(.%8!&%K&0$)223!$+!(.&!&6&+(!*4!%1--&+!*'!1+&YK&0(&-!-&)(.%D!!9.$2&!E&-$0)2!
UY);$+&'%!')'&23!-*!-&)(.!%0&+&!$+6&%($>)($*+%!*'!$+(&'6$&L!$+4*';)+(%8!(.&$'!
&YK&'($%&!)+-!)1(.*'$(3!)'&!J)%&-!*+!$+%K&0($*+!*4!(.&!J*-3!6$)!)1(*K%3!$+4*';)($*+D!!
E&-$0)2!UY);$+&'%!)'&!>&+&')223!-*0(*'%8!L.*!L$22!)%%$>+!)!0'$;&!%0&+&!$+6&%($>)(*'!
(')$+&-!$+!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+!K'*0&-1'&%!(*!0*+-10(!(.&!$+6&%($>)($6&!L*'T!$+!(.&!
4$&2-D!
!
The Scope of a Forensic Investigation
!

I3K$0)2238!)!'&K'&%&+()($6&!4'*;!(.&!;&-$0)2!&Y);$+&'!*'!0*'*+&'\%!*44$0&!L$22!

0*+()0(!(.&!4);$23!)4(&'!)!-&)(.!.)%!J&&+!0*+4$';&-D!!9$(.$+!(.&!%0*K&!*4!(.&$'!
-1($&%8!(.&3!+*($43!+&Y(!*4!T$+8!0*+-10(!*+[%0&+&!$+(&'6$&L%8!)+-!-*01;&+(!K'&[
(&';$+)2!&K$%*-&!.$%(*'3!%10.!)%!(.&!;&-$0)28!;&+()2!.&)2(.!)+-!%*0$)2!6)'$)J2&%!
A5D7D!#&K(D!*4!b1%($0&8!eHHHCD!!W*!+)($*+)223!%()+-)'-$^&-!>1$-&2$+&%!4*'!-&)(.!
$+6&%($>)($*+%!&Y$%(D!!O*L&6&'8!(.&'&!)'&!'&>$*+)2!K'*(*0*2%!)+-!J)%$0!$+6&%($>)($6&!
(&0.+$=1&%!(.)(!.)6&!J&&+!-&6&2*K&-!(*!)%%$%(!J*(.!0*'*+&'%!)+-!;&-$0)2!
&Y);$+&'%D!!M+&!&Y);K2&!L)%!-&6&2*K&-!J3!(.&!W)($*+)2!"%%*0$)($*+!*4!E&-$0)2!
UY);$+&'%!AW"EUC!)+-!$(!$%!'&)-$23!)6)$2)J2&!*+!$(%!L&J%$(&!)(!(.&+);&D*'>D!!W"EU!
L)%!4*1+-&-!(*!)-6)+0&!(.&!K'*4&%%$*+)2!>'*L(.!*4!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'%!)+-!
-$%%&;$+)(&!K'*4&%%$*+)2!)+-!(&0.+$0)2!$+4*';)($*+!4*'!$;K'*6$+>!(.&!$+6&%($>)($*+%!
*4!6$*2&+(8!%1%K$0$*1%!)+-!1+1%1)2!-&)(.%!AW"EU8!FGGhCD!
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!

I.*1>.!%K&0$)2$^&-!(')$+$+>!$%!+&&-&-!(*!J&!)+!&44&0($6&!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!

+*(!)22!$+6&%($>)(*'%!.)6&!(.&!%);&!2&6&2!*4!&YK&'($%&D!!70.L)'(^!AFGGeC!'&0*;;&+-%!
)--$($*+)2!(')$+$+>!$+!(.&!)'&)%!*4!>'$&4!)+-!2*%%!(*!)%%$%(!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'%!$+!
;$($>)($+>!(.&!'&)0($*+%!*4!)+>&'8!%*''*L8!>1$2(!*'!)+Y$&(3!(.)(!)00*;K)+$&%!>'$&4!
'&%K*+%&%D!!710.!(')$+$+>!0*12-!%$>+$4$0)+(23!$;K)0(!(.&!>'$&4!K'*0&%%!4*'!%1$0$-&!
%1'6$6*'%D!!U6&+!L$(.*1(!%K&0$4$0!(')$+$+>8!$+6&%($>)(*'%!+&&-!(*!J&!)J2&!(*!K'*6$-&!
4);$23!;&;J&'%!*'!(.*%&!&YK&'$&+0$+>!>'$&4!(.&!+);&%!)+-!K.*+&!+1;J&'%!*4!
'&%*1'0&%!L$(.$+!(.&$'!0*;;1+$(3!(.)(!)'&!0*;K&(&+(!$+!J&'&)6&;&+(!)+-!>'$&4!
0*1+%&2$+>D!!/);$2$&%!L.*!)'&!&YK&'$&+0$+>!>'$&4!)+-!2*%%!)'&!%1J`&0(!(*!L.)(&6&'!
(.&!2&6&2!*4!(')$+$+>!)+-!K&'%*+)2!&YK&'$&+0&%!*4!$+-$6$-1)2!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'%!;)3!
.)6&!L.&+!)((&+-$+>!(*!)!4);$23\%!J&'&)6&;&+(D!
!

5+-&'!(.&!K'*6$%$*+!*4!%()(&!2)L8!)!0*'*+&'!$%!-$'&0(&-!(*!)-;$+$%(&'!

$+6&%($>)($*+!K'*(*0*2%!$+!)00*'-)+0&!L$(.!(.&$'!2*0)2!`1'$%-$0($*+)2!-&)(.!
$+6&%($>)($*+!%3%(&;D!!I*!-)(&8!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+!%3%(&;%!)-.&'&!(*!;&-$0)2[2&>)2!
4*'&+%$0!;&(.*-*2*>3D!!U6$-&+0&!$%!0*22&0(&-!)+-!)+)23^&-!J3!J*)'-!0&'($4$&-!
4*'&+%$0!K)(.*2*>$%(%!L.*!)'&!>1$-&-!J3!(.&$'!(')$+$+>!$+!;&-$0)2!%0$&+0&D!!E*-&'+[
-)3!0*'*+&'%8!)%!+*(&-!J3!I$;;&';)+%!AFGGiC8!)'&!T+*L2&->&)J2&!)J*1(!(.&!
K)(.*2*>3!*4!-$%&)%&8!$+`1'3!)+-!K*$%*+$+>8!)%!L&22!)%!;12($K2&!+*+[;&-$0)2!)'&)%!
;*'&!)T$+!(*!2)L[&+4*'0&;&+(!$+6&%($>)($6&!K')0($0&%!%10.!)%!4$'&)';!$+%K&0($*+8!
J)22$%($0%8!(')0&!&6$-&+0&8!4*'&+%$0!%&'*2*>3!)+-!#W"!(&0.+*2*>3!AKD!eiCD!
!

I.&!4*'&+%$0!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+!%3%(&;!$%!K'$;)'$23!-'$6&+!J3!)+-!12($;)(&23!

'&%K*+%$J2&!4*'!-&(&';$+$+>!(.&!0)1%&8!;)++&'!)+-!0$'01;%()+0&%!*4!)!-&)(.!
AO)+^2$0T8!FGGi_!5D7D!#&K(D!*4!b1%($0&8!eHHHCD!!"+!$+6&%($>)($*+!&+-%!L.&+!(.&!-&)(.!
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0)+!J&!0)(&>*'$^&-!$+!*+&!*4!4$6&!L)3%R!eC!W)(1')28!FC!"00$-&+(8!ZC!71$0$-&8!cC!
O*;$0$-&8!*'!fC!5+-&(&';$+&-!*'!,&+-$+>D!!I.$%!02)%%$4$0)($*+!%3%(&;!$%!'&4&''&-!(*!
)%!(.&!W"7O]5,!A7.+&$-;)+8!eHhG_!b*J&%8!?&';)+8!m!b*%%&2%*+8!eHhi_!E)'$%8!
?&';)+8!E)2(%J&'>&'8!m!N14$(8!eHHF_CD!!I.&!W"7O]5,!02)%%$4$0)($*+!$%!4')1>.(!L$(.!
0*;K2&Y$($&%D!!M+&!&Y);K2&!*4!(.&!-$44$012(3!L.&+!0)(&>*'$^$+>!(.&!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.!
$%!(.)(!)!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!;1%(!-&(&';$+&!(.&!-&0&-&+(\%!$+(&+($*+)2$(3!$+!*'-&'!4*'!
)!%1$0$-&!(*!J&!'12&-!)!%1$0$-&8!+*(!)+!&)%3!()%T!$4!)!.*;$0$-&!0)+!J&!;)-&!(*!2**T!2$T&!
)!%1$0$-&!*'!$4!)!4)()2!)00$-&+(!)KK&)'%!(*!J&!.*;$0$-)2D!!9.&+!$+(&+($*+)2$(3!*'!
0$'01;%()+0&%!0)++*(!J&!-&(&';$+&-8!)+!$+6&%($>)(*'!$%!4)0&-!L$(.!)+!&=1$6*0)2!
-&)(.D!!9.&+!(.$%!.)KK&+%8!(.&!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.!$%!'12&-!1+-&(&';$+&-!AE1'K.38!
eHgc_!,&%0*%*2$-*!m!E&+-&2%*.+8!eHhi_!b*J&%8!B)%&38!?&';)+8!m!9'$>.(8!eHHe_!
E)'$%!&(!)2D8!eHHF_CD!!"+*(.&'!0*;K2&Y$(3!*4!(.&!W"7O]5,!%3%(&;!$%!(.)(!0)1%&%!*4!
-&)(.!0*;;*+23!*6&'2)K8!%10.!)%!0)%&%!L.&'&!K'$*'!$+`1'3!*'!-$%&)%&!;)3!J&!
$+6*26&-!$+!-&(&';$+$+>!(.&!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.!A7.+&$-;)+8!eHhG_!E)'$%8!eHHF_CD!!!
!
Intentionality of Suicide
!

I.&!5D!7D!B&+(&'%!4*'!#$%&)%&!B*+('*2!)+-!,'&6&+($*+!AB#BC!$+!eHhh!K'*6$-&-!

)!%&(!*4!>1$-&2$+&%!T+*L+!)%!kMK&')($*+)2!B'$(&'$)!4*'!#&(&';$+$+>!71$0$-&8l!
%K&0$4$0)223!)$;&-!)(!.&2K$+>!E&-$0)2!UY);$+&'%!)+-!B*'*+&'%!-&(&';$+&!$4!%*;&*+&!
$+(&+($*+)223!(**T!(.&$'!*L+!2$4&!L.&+!(.&!&6$-&+0&!$%!+*(!0*+021%$6&D!!I*!02)%%$43!)!
-&)(.!)%!)!%1$0$-&8!(.&!$+6&%($>)(*'!;1%(!&%()J2$%.!(.)(!(.&!-&)(.!L)%!%&24[$+42$0(&-!
)+-!$+(&+($*+)2D!!I.$%!4$'%(!0'$(&'$*+!;)3!J&!-&(&';$+&-!4'*;!)1(*K%3!4$+-$+>%8!
L$(+&%%!'&K*'(%8!(*Y$0*2*>38!)+-!%0&+&!$+4*';)($*+D!!O*L&6&'8!)!K&'%*+\%!$+`1'$&%!
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;)3!*'!;)3!+*(!0*+021%$6&23!'&6&)2!L.&(.&'!(.&3!L&'&!0)1%&-!J3!(.&!-&0&-&+(!*'!J3!
)+*(.&'!K&'%*+D!!I.&!%&0*+-!0'$(&'$*+!*4!$+(&+($*+)2$(3!K*%&%!)+!&6&+!>'&)(&'!
K'*J2&;D!!:+(&+($*+)2$(3!)%!-&%0'$J&-!$+!(.&!>1$-&2$+&%!AB#B8!eHhhC8!kd0)+!J&!
-&(&';$+&-!&YK2$0$(23!4'*;!6&'J)2!*'!+*+6&'J)2!&YK'&%%$*+%!*4!)!L$%.!(*!T$22!*+&%&248!
*'!$(!0)+!J&!$+4&''&-!4'*;!$;K2$0$(!&6$-&+0&8!%10.!)%8!K'&K)')($*+%!4*'!-&)(.8!%$>+%!*4!
4)'&L&228!&YK'&%%$*+%!*4!.*K&2&%%+&%%!*'!>'&)(!K.3%$0)2!K)$+8!K'&6$*1%!%1$0$-&!
)((&;K(%8!K'&0)1($*+%!(*!)6*$-!'&%01&8!)+-!%&'$*1%!;&+()2!-$%*'-&'l!AKD!ggcCD!
!

"00*'-$+>!(*!I$;;&';)+%!AFGGiC8!kd$+!*'-&'!(*!-&(&';$+&!0*+021%$6&23!

L.&(.&'!(.&!-&0&)%&-!$+(&+-&-!(*!0*;K2&(&!)!%1$0$-&8!(.&!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!L*12-!
+&&-!(*!=1&%($*+!(.&!-&)-!K&'%*+l!AKD!hfCD!!I*!.&2K!&%()J2$%.!(.&!-&0&-&+(\%!
;*($6)($*+8!)+!$+6&%($>)($*+!+&&-%!(*!%1J%()+($)(&!$+(&+(!J)%&-!*+!%&0*+-)'3!
&6$-&+0&_!(.&!$+6&%($>)($*+!4*22*L%!)!K'*0&%%!*4!('$)+>12)($+>!-$44&'&+(!K$&0&%!*4!
&6$-&+0&!4'*;!)!6)'$&(3!*4!%*1'0&%D!!Q&+&')2238!B*'*+&'%!L$22!'&4&'!(*!(.&!4*22*L$+>!
%$Y!%*1'0&%!)%!*1(2$+&-!J3!I$;;&';)+%!AFGGiCR!
eC U3&!9$(+&%%!<&K*'(%!j!I.&!;*%(!-$'&0(!$+-$0)($*+!*4!)!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&!
$%!%&6&')2!$+-&K&+-&+(!L$(+&%%!'&K*'(%D!!O*L&6&'8!(.&!;)`*'$(3!*4!
0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&%!%&&;!(*!J&!K'$6)(&!)44)$'%!)+-!)'&!*+23!*00)%$*+)223!
6$&L&-!J3!*(.&'%D!
FC 71$0$-&!W*(&%!j!I.&!%&0*+-!;*%(!-$'&0(!$+-$0)($*+!*4!%1$0$-&%!)'&!+*(&%!
2&4(!J&.$+-!4*'!(.&!2$6$+>D!!"!+*(&!;)3!%.*L!-&(&';$+)($*+8!.*L&6&'!$(!$%!
%($22!$+%144$0$&+(!1+2&%%!J)0T&-!J3!0*''*J*')($+>!&6$-&+0&D!
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ZC ,'&6$*1%!71$0$-&!"((&;K(%!j!"!.$%(*'3!*4!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(%!$%!)!%('*+>!
$+-$0)($*+!(.)(!(.&!-&)(.!L)%!$+(&+($*+)2D!!710.!.$%(*'3!$%!-&K&+-&+(!*+!
)00*1+(%!4'*;!'&2)($6&%D!
cC I&%($;*+$)2%!j!"+*(.&'!>**-!%*1'0&!4*'!%1$0$-)2!$+(&+(!$%!4'*;!'&2)($6&%!
)+-!.&)2(.!0)'&!K'*6$-&'%D!!O*L&6&'8!;)+3!*4!(.&%&!$+4*';)+(%!;)3!.)6&!
'&)%*+%!(*!K*'(')3!(.&!-&)(.!)%!%*;&(.$+>!*(.&'!(.)+!)!%1$0$-&D!!M4(&+8!
K&*K2&!02*%&!(*!(.&!-&0&-&+(!)'&!;*($6)(&-!(*!K'&%&'6&!)!K*%$($6&!
;&;*'3!*4!(.&!-&0&)%&-!')(.&'!(.)+!J&!0*+0&'+&-!)J*1(!)+!)001')(&!
-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+D!
fC P$4&!B'$%&%!j!:+-$0)(*'%!;)3!0*;&!$+!(.&!4*';!*4!-3%41+0($*+)2!
'&2)($*+%.$K%8!*'!-$%(1'J)+0&%!(*!(.&!'.3(.;%!*4!2$4&8!.&)2(.!K'*J2&;%8!
4$+)+0&%8!2&>)2!)44)$'%!*'!&6&+!L*'%&+$+>!%3;K(*;%!4'*;!$+.&'&+(!
K%30.*K)(.*2*>3D!
iC E*-&!*4!-3$+>!j!:+(&+($*+)2$(3!0)+!J&!$;K2$&-!J3!.*L!%*;&*+&!-$&%!*'!
L.)(!(.&3!-*!(*!K'&6&+(!J&$+>!'&%01&-D!!I$;;&';)+%!AFGGiC!+*(&%8!
kE&-$0)2!&Y);$+&'%!&6)21)(&!(.&!;&0.)+$%;%!*4!-&)(.!$+!2$>.(!*4!(.&!
&Y(&+(!(*!L.$0.!$(!'&42&0(%!-&%K&')($*+8!K)$+2&%%+&%%8!-&)-2$+&%%8!
)&%(.&($0%8!%3;J*2$%;8!)+-!012(1')2!)KK'*K'$)(&+&%%l!AKD!hgCD!!U6&+!
(.*1>.!)!.)+>$+>!'&=1$'&%!)!L$22$+>!6$0($;8!)--$($*+)2!&6$-&+0&!$%!
'&=1$'&-!(*!'12&!*1(!4*12!K2)3D!
!
!

"!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!;1%(!J&!)(!2&)%(!feu!0&'()$+!(.&!-&)(.!L)%!%&24[$+42$0(&-!

)+-!$+(&+($*+)2!)4(&'!2**T$+>!)(!)22!(.&!&6$-&+0&8!0*+%$-&'$+>!)22!(.&!&YK2)+)($*+%8!
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)+-!L&$>.$+>!)22!(.&!$+-$0(*'%D!!k:;)>$+&!3*1'%&24!-&4&+-$+>!(.&!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.!(*!
(.&!-&0&-&+(\%!'&2)($6&%D!!:4!$+!3*1'!*K$+$*+!(.&!&6$-&+0&!K'*6$-&%!)!K)((&'+!(.)(!
K*$+(%!;*'&!(.)+!fGu!(*!%1$0$-)2!$+(&+(8!)+-!3*1!)'&!feu!0&'()$+8!(.)+!'12&!$(!)!
%1$0$-&D!!N*1'!-&0$%$*+!$%!+&$(.&'!)!;)((&'!*4!&2$;$+)($*+!*'!-&4)12(&-!J1(!J)%&-!*+!)!
K'&K*+-&')+0&!*4!&6$-&+0&l!AI$;;&';)+8!FGGi_!KD!HFCD!!!
!

E)-&23+!70.L)'(^!AK&'%*+)2!0*;;1+$0)($*+8!E)'0.!FZ8!FGGiC!%1;;)'$^&-!

(.&!K'*J)J2&!0)'&!J'*1>.(!(*!-&(&';$+&!(.&!$+(&+($*+)2$(3!*4!%1$0$-&8!kI.&!-&)(.!
0&'($4$0)(&!$%!)!2&>)2!-*01;&+(8!)+-8!$%!(.&!4$+)2!%()(&;&+(!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!-&0&)%&-8!%*!
$(!L$22!0)%(!)!K)'($012)'!2$>.(!*+!(.&;!)+-!(.&$'!4);$23D!!:(\%!$;K*'()+(!(*!('&)(!&6&'3!
0)%&!)%!$4!(.&!'&K1()($*+!)+-!%1'6$6)2!*4!(.&!B*'*+&'\%!M44$0&!-&K&+-%!*+!$(Dl!
!
Skills of a Death Investigator
!

?&$+>!)!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!()T&%!)!%3+(.&%$%!*4!%T$22%!(*!;)+)>&!(.&!0'$%$%!(.)(!

1+4*2-%!4'*;!)!-&)(.!%0&+&D!!I.&!$+6&%($>)(*'!;1%(!-&)2!L$(.!(.&!'&)0($*+%!*4!
%1'6$6*'%!L.*!;)3!J&!'&%K*+-$+>!(*!)+!$+6&%($>)(*'\%!=1&%($*+%!L$(.!%.*0T8!-&+$)28!
)+>&'8!-&K'&%%$*+8!2)0T!*4!0*+0&+(')($*+8!K**'!`1->;&+(!*'!;&;*'3!-$44$012($&%D!!
:+(&'6$&L$+>!0)+!J&!)!-$44$012(!()%T!0*;K2$0)(&-!J3!(.&!6&'3!+)(1'&!*4!(.&!
0$'01;%()+0&%D!!O*L&6&'8!J*(.!(.&!$+6&%($>)(*'!)+-!(.&!%1'6$6$+>!4);$23!%.)'&!)!
0*;;*+!K1'K*%&8!(.)(!$%8!('3$+>!(*!1+-&'%()+-!.*L!)+-!L.3!(.&!-&0&-&+(!;)-&!(.&!
-&0$%$*+!(*!%1$0$-&D!
!

70.L)'(^!AFGGeC!K'*K*%&-8!$+!)--$($*+!(*!(.&!4*'&+%$0!&YK&'($%&!+&&-&-!$+!

)+3!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+8!J1(!&%K&0$)223!$+!0)%&%!*4!%1$0$-&8!$+6&%($>)(*'%!%.*12-!
$+0*'K*')(&!02$+$0)2!;&(.*-*2*>$&%!(.)(!%1KK*'(!)!4);$23\%!'&)0($*+!(*!)+!1+&YK&0(&-!
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-&)(.D!!71$0$-&!%1'6$6*'%!0.)')0(&'$%($0)223!4&&2!.$>.&'!2&6&2%!*4!>1$2(8!%.);&8!
)J)+-*+;&+(!)+-!)+>&'!AB2)'T!m!Q*2-+&38!eHHf_!<)+>&8!eHHh_!b*'-)+8!FGGe_CD!!
O&+0&8!)!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'!(')$+&-!$+!02$+$0)2!;&+()2!.&)2(.!K')0($0&%!0*12-!'&)-$23!
4*01%!*+!4);$23!%3%(&;%!K%30.*2*>38!)KK23!0'$%$%!$+(&'6&+($*+!%T$22%!)+-!4)0$2$()(&!
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The Beo-Political OrganiPation of Forensic Investigations
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The Psychological Autopsy: Purpose, Definition, History, and Limitations
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Rable 1. Comparing Psychological Autopsies
Shneidman’s Guidelines
1.
2.
3.
,.
-.
..
G.
H.
D.

1F.
11.

12.
13.

Victim Information
•

Age= address= name= marital status
employment= religious practices= etc.

Death Information
•

•

Writing

,.

Other family member suicides= cancers= fatal
diseases= early deaths= etc.

-.

Victim’s Typical Response to Stress

..

Anger= violence= Yuiet= withdrawn= etc

Victim’s Recent Pressures or Tensions
•
•

•

•
•

•

Occult= life after death= on suicide= etc.

Relationship Assessments
•

Level of intimacy with family and friends=
relationship with kids= conflicts= etc.

Marital Relationships
•

Zuality= hx of divorces= extramarital affairs
etc.

Mood
•

Fluctuations= wt. loss= sleep disturbances=
moods over the last few days= etc.

Presuicidal Behavior
•

Kiving things away= insurance policy= changes
in the will= pay debts= etc.

•

Changes in tone= content= ref. to suicide or
death= etc.

11.

Drugs Used
• Identify= interactional effects= etc.

12.

Medical History
• Symptoms= diagnoses= illnesses= etc.

13.

Reflective Mental Status Exam of
Deceased’s Condition Before Death
Psychological History
• Prior attempts= hospitali]ations= mental
illnesses= etc.
Laboratory Studies
• Ballistics= powder burns= etc.
Coroner’s Report
Motive Assessment
• Intentionality= motives= etc.
Reconstruction of Events Occurring on the
Day Before Deceased’s Death
Assess Feelings Regarding Death as Well as
Preoccupations and Fantasies
Death History of Family

What role the victim played in his or her
demise= etc.

1,.

Victim’s Lethality Rating
• [igh= medium= low= absent.

1,.

1-.

People’s Reaction to Victim’s Death
• Expected= unexpected= shock= etc.
Other Comments or Special Features

1-.

1..

Books

Language

Bpswings= personal plans= professional plans=
success= failures= etc.

Victim’s Assessment Intention

Past writings= diary= school papers= letters= etc.

1F.

[obbies= eating= taking prescription
medications= sexual patterns= other life
routines= etc.

Victim’s Life Side

•

Content and style

Psychosocial Stressors
• Recent losses= legal= moves= relationships=
work= etc.

Ro include premonitions= fears particularly
about death= suicide= etc.

Victim’s Personal Changes

•

D.

Family= children= physicians= police=
psychologists= psychiatrists= mental health
professionals= etc.

Victim’s Fantasies or Dreams
•

H.

FreYuency= type= when last used= etc.

Victim’s Interpersonal Relationships
•

G.

Bpsets= pressures for the last few days to last
12 months= etc.

Victim’s Use of Alcohol or Drugs

Family hx= binge drinking= blackouts= family or
work problems= etc.

3.

Victim’s Personality & Lifestyle
• Depressive= gay/lesbian= etc.
•

•

Suicide Notes

Medical illness= mental illness= medication=
psychotherapy= prior suicide attempts= etc.

Victim’s Family History

Alcohol History

2.

Where= when= method= etc.

Victim’s History
•

Ebert’s Guidelines
1.

1..
1G.
1H.
1D.
2F.

3D

21.
22.
23.
2,.
2-.
2..

Family History
• Socioeconomic= conflicts= relationships= etc.
Employment History
•

Number _ types of `obs= problems= stresses=
etc.

Educational History
•

Special education= level= favorite sub`ects=
suspensions= etc

Familiarity with Methods of Death
• Lethal drugs= knowledge or routine with
weapons= etc.
Military History
•

PRSD= assignments= promotions= etc.

Police Report
• Critical facts= ballistics= etc.

!
!
!
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!

7K&0$4$0!(*!;&-$0)2[2&>)2!*'!4*'&+%$0!$+6&%($>)($*+%8!0)%&!%(1-$&%!.)6&!J&&+!

1%&-!(*!&Y);$+&!'&=1$'&-!'&K*'($+>!-)()!4'*;!;&-$0)2!&Y);$+&'%!)+-!0*'*+&'%!
AO*J&';)+!m!Q)'4$+T&28!eHhh)_!b*J&%8!B)%&38!?&';)+8!m!9'$>.(8!eHHe_!?&';)+8!&(!
)2D8!FGGiCD!!:+!)--$($*+8!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%$&%!.)6&!J&&+!1%&-!(*!0*22&0(&-!6)21)J2&!
)+-!$+%$>.(412!-)()!)J*1(!%1$0$-&!-&)(.%!A7.)4$$8!B)''$>)+8!9.$(($+>.$22!m!#&''$0T8!
eHhf_!<$0.8!N*1+>!m!/*L2&'8!eHhi_!Q*12-8!/$%.&'8!,)'$-&%8!/2*'38!m!7.)44&'8!eHHi_!
?'&+(8!?)1>.&'8!?'$->&8!B.&+8!m!?&&'38!eHHHCD!
!
Designing the Case Study Protocol
!

I.&!4$'%(!%()>&!*4!J1$2-$+>!0)%&!%(1-3!;&(.*-*2*>3!$%!(.&!-&6&2*K;&+(!*4!(.&!

0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2!AN$+8!FGGZCD!!"+!&44$0)0$*1%!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2!)00*'-$+>!(*!N$+!
AFGGZC!kd$%!$;K*'()+(!(*!(.&!'&%&)'0.&'!4*'!(.'&&!'&)%*+%R!)C!$(!)0(%!)%!(.&!K'$;)'3!
4$2(&'!$+!(.&!-)()!0*22&0($*+!K'*0&%%!T&&K$+>!(.&!%(1-3!%=1)'&23!4*01%&-!*+!(.&!
%1J`&0(!*4!(.&!0)%&!%(1-38!JC!(.&!4');&L*'T!*4!(.&!K'*(*0*2!K'*6$-&%!>1$-&2$+&%!4*'!
)+($0$K)($+>!K*(&+($)2!%+)>%!%10.!)%!$-&+($4$0)($*+!*4!'&)-&'%.$K!)+-!K'&-&(&';$+$+>!
.*L!)!0)%&!%(1-3!'&K*'(!L$22!J&!L'$((&+8!)+-!0C!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2!K'*6$-&%!)!
-&%0'$K($*+!*4!(.&!%1J`&0(!*'!%1J`&0(%!)+-!()'>&(%!(.&!-$'&0($*+!*4!)+)23%$%!$+!(.&!
'&%&)'0.!%(1-3l!AKD!iHCD!!
!

I.&!4*1'!>&+&')2!%&0($*+%!*4!)!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*28!)%!'&0*;;&+-&-!J3!N$+!

AFGGZC!$+021-&R!
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eD An overview of the case study projectR!J)0T>'*1+-!$+4*';)($*+!)J*1(!(.&!
0)%&!)+-!(.&!%1J%()+($6&!$%%1&%!J&$+>!$+6&%($>)(&-D!
FD Field proceduresR!-&%$>+)(&-!-)()!0*22&0($*+!K'*0&-1'&%8!-&%0'$K($*+!*4!
)00&%%$+>!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3!%$(&8!)+-!K'*0&-1')2!%)4&>1)'-%!L.&+!L*'T$+>!$+!
(.&!4$&2-D!
ZD Case study questionsR!+*(!`1%(!(.&!%K&0$4$0!=1&%($*+%!(.)(!)'&!(*!J&!
)+%L&'&-!4'*;!(.&!'&%&)'0.!J1(!(.&!K*(&+($)2!%*1'0&%!*4!$+4*';)($*+!4*'!
)+%L&'$+>!&)0.!=1&%($*+D!!N$+!AFGGZC!+*(&%!(.)(!(.&'&!)'&!(.'&&!(3K&%!*4!
=1&%($*+%!(.)(!*4(&+!-&4$+&!(.&!%0*K&!*4!0)%&!%(1-3!-&%$>+D!!I.&!(.'&&!
0)(&>*'$&%!)'&R!)C!&YK2*')(*'38!JC!-&%0'$K($6&8!)+-!0C!&YK2)+)(*'3D!!9.&+!
-&6&2*K$+>!0)%&!%(1-3!=1&%($*+%8!N$+!AFGGZC!*44&'%!)!;12($[2&6&2!4*';)(8!
+*($+>!(.)(!(.&!4$'%(!2&6&2!*4!=1&%($*+%!)'&!K*%&-!(*!%&'6&!)%!'&;$+-&'%!
'&>)'-$+>!(.&!$+4*';)($*+!(.)(!+&&-%!(*!J&!0*22&0(&-!)+-!L.3!AKD!gcCD!!
cD A guide for the case study report and findings:!*1(2$+&8!4*';)(!4*'!(.&!-)()!
)+-!K'&%&+()($*+!*4!(.&!%*1'0&!$+4*';)($*+D!
!
Sources of Evidence
!

I.&!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2!$%!J1$2(!4'*;!)+!)'')3!*4!-)()8!L.$0.!)--%!

%$>+$4$0)+(23!(*L)'-%!(.&!-&%0'$K($*+!)+-!)1>;&+()($*+!*4!(.&!K.&+*;&+*+!
*J%&'6&-D!!B)%&!%(1-3!-&%$>+%!)'&!%('&+>(.&+&-!L.&+!;12($K2&!%*1'0&%!*4!&6$-&+0&!
0)+!J&!*J()$+&-D!B'&%L&22!AFGGZC!)+-!N$+!AFGGZC!'&0*;;&+-!(.&!4*22*L$+>!%*1'0&%!
*4!&6$-&+0&!J&!1%&-!$+!0)%&!%(1-3!'&%&)'0.D!!I.&%&!$+021-&R!
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eC #*01;&+()($*+!A2&((&'%8!)>&+-)%8!L'$((&+!'&K*'(%8!)-;$+$%(')($6&!
-*01;&+(%8!+&L%K)K&'!02$KK$+>%8!&(0DC8!
FC "'0.$6)2!'&0*'-%!A;)K%8!0.)'(%8!2$%(%!*4!+);&%8!`*1'+)2%8!0)2&+-)'%!)+-!
(&2&K.*+&!2$%($+>%8!&(0DC8!
ZC :+(&'6$&L%!AK%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3C8!
cC #$'&0(!*J%&'6)($*+%!A4*';)2!)+-!$+4*';)2!$+!(.&!4$&2-8!*+!%$(&!)(!(.&!
B*'*+&'!M44$0&!*'!$+!(.&!.*;&%!*4!(.&!$+4*';)+(%C8!
fC ,)'($0$K)+([*J%&'6)($*+8!A)00&%%!(*!-&K1(3!0*'*+&'%8!(')$+$+>%!)+-!
0*+6&'%)($*+%8!&(0DC!)+-!
iC ,.3%$0)2!)'($4)0(%!AK.*(*%8!;&-$)!;)(&'$)2%8!&(0CD!
!
!

W*!%$+>2&!%*1'0&!*4!&6$-&+0&!$%!;*'&!)-6)+()>&*1%!(.)+!(.&!*(.&'8!.*L&6&'!

&44$0)0$*1%!0)%&!%(1-$&%!1%&!)%!;)+3!%*1'0&%!)%!)'&!)6)$2)J2&D!!"22!%$Y!&6$-&+0&!
%*1'0&%!L&'&!$+0*'K*')(&-!$+(*!(.&!01''&+(!'&%&)'0.!K'*`&0(D!!!
!
Data Collection
(

:+!*'-&'!(*!J1$2-!)!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2!(*!;)Y$;$^&!*6&')22!J&+&4$(%!4'*;!

0*22&0(&-!&6$-&+0&!N$+!AFGGZC!'&0*;;&+-%!(.'&&!K'$+0$K2&%!*4!-)()!0*22&0($*+!(*!
)--'&%%!0*+%('10(!6)2$-$(3!)+-!'&2$)J$2$(3!$%%1&%!AKD!HgCR!
!
)C Principle 1 ] The Use of Multiple Sources of Evidence:!!"00*'-$+>!(*!N$+!
AFGGZC8!)!;)`*'!%('&+>(.!$+!0)%&!%(1-3!-)()!0*22&0($*+!$%!(*!1%&!;)+3!
-$44&'&+(!%*1'0&%!*4!&6$-&+0&D!!N$+!AFGGZC!%1>>&%(%8!kd(.)(!J3!1%$+>!
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;12($K2&!%*1'0&%!(.&!K'*0&%%!)22*L%!(.&!'&%&)'0.&'!(*!)--'&%%!)!J'*)-&'!
')+>&!*4!.$%(*'$0)28!)(($(1-$+)28!)+-!J&.)6$*')2!$%%1&%l!AKD!HhCD!!I.&!;*%(!
$;K*'()+(!)-6)+()>&!$+!;12($K2&!&6$-&+0&!%*1'0&%8!)%!+*(&-!J3!N$+!
AFGGZC8!$%!(.&!-&6&2*K;&+(!*4!k0*+6&'>$+>!2$+&%!*4!$+=1$'3l!AKD!HhCD!!I.$%!
%(1-3!1%&-!)22!%$Y!%*1'0&%!*4!&6$-&+0&8!L.$0.!$+021-&!-*01;&+()($*+8!
)'0.$6)2!'&0*'-%8!$+(&'6$&L%8!-$'&0(!*J%&'6)($*+%8!K)'($0$K)+(!
*J%&'6)($*+%!)+-!K.3%$0)2!)'($4)0(%D!
!
JC Principle 2 - Creating a Case Study DatabaseR!!I.&!%&0*+-!K'$+0$K2&!.)%!(*!
-*!L$(.!(.&!*'>)+$^)($*+!)+-!-*01;&+($+>!*4!(.&!-)()!0*22&0(&-!4*'!(.&!
0)%&!%(1-3D!I.&!2)0T!*4!)!4*';)2!-)()J)%&!$+!0)%&!%(1-3!-&%$>+!.)%!
.$%(*'$0)223!J&&+!)!;)`*'!%.*'(0*;$+>!*4!0)%&!%(1-3!'&%&)'0.D!!"%!)!'&%12(!
'&%&)'0.&'%!L.*!1%&!=1)2$()($6&!-&%$>+%!'&;)$+!$+(&+($*+)2!)+-!
*'>)+$^&-!4'*;!(.&!*+%&(D!!N$+!AFGGZC!+*(&-!(.)(!L$(.*1(!)!0)%&!%(1-3!
-)()J)%&8!')L!-)()!;$>.(!+*(!J&!'&)-$23!)6)$2)J2&!4*'!$+-&K&+-&+(!
$+%K&0($*+!2$;$($+>!(.&!*6&')22!'&2$)J$2$(3!*4!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3D!!?3!T&&K$+>!(.&!
-)()J)%&!%&K)')(&!4'*;!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3!'&K*'(!-)()!0)+!J&!(')0T&-!;*'&!
&)%$23!4'*;!&)0.!%*1'0&!K*$+(!$+0'&)%$+>!(.&!2$T&2$.**-!*4!'&2$)J$2$(3D!

0C Principle 3 - Maintain a Chain of Evidence:!!I.&!4$+)2!K'$+0$K2&!K'*K*%&-!J3!
N$+!AFGGZC!$%!(*!;)$+()$+!)!0.)$+!*4!&6$-&+0&!(*!$+0'&)%&!(.&!'&2$)J$2$(3!*4!
(.&!$+4*';)($*+!$+!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3D!!I.$%!$%!(.&!K'*0&%%!*4!0*++&0($+>!(.&!
4$+)2!0)%&!%(1-3!'&%12(%!)+-!4$+-$+>%!(*!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3!-)()J)%&D!!I.&!
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*J`&0($6&!-1'$+>!-)()!)+)23%$%!$+!(.$%!%(1-3!L)%!(*!L*'T!(.*'*1>.23!)+-!
$+('*%K&0($6&23!)+-!)22*L!(.&!0.'*+*2*>3!*4!&6&+(%!(*!4*';!(.&!K)$'$+>!*4!
(.&!0*22&0(&-!&6$-&+0&D!!/*'!$+%()+0&8!($;&!%();K&-!'&K*'(%!4'*;!(.&!
6)'$*1%!K'*4&%%$*+)2%!L.*!)'&!0)22&-!(*!(.&!%0&+&!*4!(.&!-&)(.8!$D&D!E&-$0!
M+&!A);J12)+0&!%&'6$0&C8!2)L!&+4*'0&;&+(!)+-!(.&!-&K1(3!0*'*+&'!0*12-!
J&!0*;K)'&-!(*!-&(&';$+&!.*L!&)0.!K'*4&%%$*+)2!6$&L&-!(.&!&6&+(%!)(!
(.&!-&)(.!%0&+&D!!/1'(.&'!K)$'$+>!*4!&6&+(%!(*!(.&!0*22&0(&-!&6$-&+0&!
*001'%!J3!0*;K)'$+>!(.&!+)'')($6&%!*4!&)0.!'&K*'(8!L.$0.!.&2K&-!(*!
&%()J2$%.!(.&!4)0(%!*4!(.&!-&)(.!)%!%&&+!J3!&)0.!K'*4&%%$*+)2D!!:+!(.$%!L)38!
K)((&'+%!*'!>'*1K$+>%!*4!0*+(&Y(1)2!&6$-&+0&!&;&'>&-8!)%!L&22!)%!)22*L$+>!
4*'!K*%%$J2&!0*;K)'$%*+%!J&(L&&+!(.&!4$'%(!)+-!%&0*+-!-&)(.!
$+6&%($>)($*+D!!I.$%!K'*0&%%!*4!&YK2)+)($*+[J1$2-$+>!*'!;&)+$+>[;)T$+>!
4'*;!(.&!K)((&'+%!.$>.2$>.(&-!%$>+$4$0)+(!%$;$2)'$($&%!)+-!-&+*(&-!
-$44&'&+0&%!J&(L&&+!(.&!(L*!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+%D!
!
!

"%!+*(&-!J3!B'&%L&22!AFGGZC8!(.&!=1&%($*+!*4!'&2$)J$2$(3!kK2)3%!)!;$+*'!'*2&!$+!

=1)2$()($6&!$+=1$'3!L$(.!(.&!&Y0&K($*+%!*4!1%$+>!;&;J&'[0.&0T$+>8!K&&'!-&J'$&4$+>!
)+-!02)'$4$0)($*+!*4!'&%&)'0.&'!J$)%!4*'!&Y);$+$+>!(.&!>&+&')2!%()J$2$(3!*4!(.&!%(1-3l!
AKD!eHfCD!!:+!)--$($*+8!)+*(.&'!%('&+>(.!*4!0)%&!%(1-3!-&%$>+!$%!-&6&2*K$+>!(.&!
6)2$-$(3!)+-!)001')03!*4!4$+-$+>%!4'*;!k(.&!K&'%K&0($6&!*4!(.&!'&%&)'0.&'8!(.&!
K)'($0$K)+(8!*'!(.&!'&)-&'%!*4!)+!)00*1+(l!AB'&%L&228!FGGZ8!KD!eHiCD!!
!
!
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Data Analysis
!

M+0&!-)()!)'&!0*22&0(&-8!(.&!K'*0&%%!*4!$+(&'K'&($+>!)+-!)+)23^$+>!&6$-&+0&!

0)+!J&!0.)22&+>$+>!4*'!0)%&!%(1-3!-&%$>+%D!!<$0.)'-%!AFGGfC!%1>>&%(%8!kd(.&!>*)2!$%!(*!
>&(!1K!*44!(.&!-)()!)+-!*K&+!3*1'!$+=1$'3!(*!L$-&'!0*+%$-&')($*+%!*4!%*;&!)%K&0(!*4!
(.&!K'*0&%%!J&$+>!%(1-$&-l!AKD!geCD!!N$+!AFGGZC!'&0*;;&+-%!(.'&&!>&+&')2!%(')(&>$&%!
(.)(!('&)(!&6$-&+0&!4)$'238!K'*-10&!0*;K&22$+>!)+)23($0!0*+021%$*+%!)+-!.&2K!(*!'12&!
*1(!)2(&'+)($6&!$+(&'K'&()($*+%!AKD!eGHCD!!I.&%&!%(')(&>$&%!$+021-&R!!
eC Relying on theoretical propositionsR!$+6*26&%!(.&!*'$>$+)2!*J`&0($6&!*4!(.&!
0)%&!%(1-3!(*!1%&!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$+4*';)($*+!(*!$+4*';!)J*1(!(&&+!
%1$0$-&D!!
FC Thinking about rival explanationsR!(.&!0*+%$-&')($*+!*4!*(.&'!&YK2)+)($*+%!
$+!(.&!-$%0*6&'3!*4!wL.3\!%1$0$-&%!*001'8!)+-_!
ZC Developing a case descriptionR!(.$%!$%!(.&!K'$;)'3!&;K.)%$%!*4!(.$%!0)%&!
%(1-38!)!-&%0'$K($6&!)KK'*)0.!(*!&YK2*'&!(.&!;&)+$+>!*4!1%$+>!
K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$+4*';)($*+!(*!1+-&'%()+-!%1$0$-&!-&)(.%D!
!
Coding Procedures
!

B*-$+>!K'*0&-1'&%!)'&!)2%*!)+!&2&;&+(!*4!(.&!0)%&!%(1-3!K'*(*0*2D!!

r1)2$()($6&!'&%&)'0.!&+-&)6*'%!(*!;)T&!%&+%&!*4!0*;K2&Y!0*+(&Y(1)2$^&-!-)()!4'*;!
%10.!%*1'0&%!)%!(')+%0'$K(%8!)'0.$6&-!'&0*'-%!*'!(.&!'&%&)'0.&'\%!*L+!J$)%D!!I.&;&%!
)+-]*'!;&)+$+>%!%1'4)0&!)%!;12($K2&!%*1'0&%!*4!&6$-&+0&!)'&!'&6$&L&-!'&-10$+>!
-)()!$+(*!'&0*>+$^&-!K)((&'+&-!0)(&>*'$&%D!!I.&%&!0)(&>*'$&%!)'&!(.&+!0*-&-!$+!
-$44&'&+(!L)3%!%10.!)%!J3!-&%0'$K($*+%8!(*K$0%!*'!)+)23($0)223!A<$0.)'-%8!FGGfCD!!O).+!
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AFGGhC!+*(&%!(.)(8!k(.&!>*)2!*4!(.&!0*-$+>!K'*0&%%!$%!(*!4*01%!$-&)%!)+-!(*!*'>)+$^&!
-)()!(.)(!&Y&;K2$43!0*+0&K(%8!0)(&>*'$&%8!)+-!(.&;&%l!AKD!hiCD!!<*%%;)+!m!<)22$%!
AeHHhC!-&%0'$J&!0*-$+>!)%!k(.&!K'*0&%%!*4!*'>)+$^$+>!(.&!;)(&'$)2%!$+(*!k0.1+T%l!
J&4*'&!J'$+>$+>!;&)+$+>!(*!(.*%&!k0.1+T%8ll!AKD!egeCD!!<$0.)'-%!AFGGfC!'&;)'T&-!
(.)(8!k(.&!>*)2!s*4!0*-$+>t!$%!(*!2&)'+!4'*;!(.&!-)()8!(*!T&&K!'&6$%$($+>!$(!1+($2!3*1!
1+-&'%()+-!(.&!K)((&'+%!)+-!&YK2)+)($*+%l!AKD!hiCD!
!

:+!=1)2$()($6&!'&%&)'0.!&)0.!0*+%('10(&-!0)(&>*'3!'&K'&%&+(%!)!K2)0&!(*!K1(!

$-&)%8!-&%0'$K($*+%!*'!0*+0&K(%D!!I.&!K1'K*%&!*4!0*-$+>!$%!(*!-&6&2*K!$-&)%!)+-!
&YK2*'&!(.&!'&2)($*+%.$K%!*4!(.*%&!$-&)%D!!<$0.)'-%!AFGGfC!L'$(&%8!kW*-&%!0)()2*>1&-!
*+!0*;K1(&'!)'&!+*(!4*2-&'%!4*'!%&>;&+(%!*4!-)()D!!I.&3!)'&!$(&;%!3*1!0)+!;*6&!
)'*1+-8!0*;J$+&!)+-!'&[%*'(8!'&0*-$+>!(.&!-)()!0*-&-!)(!(.&;8!)%!3*1!&YK2*'&!$-&)%l!
AKD!eGHCD!!I.&!-)()!$%!$+(&''*>)(&-!)+-!0*-&-!;12($K2&!($;&%D!!O$&')'0.$0)2!0)()2*>1&%!
&;&'>&!'&K'&%&+($+>!(.&!;)`*'!-$;&+%$*+%!*4!(.&!'&%&)'0.!K'*`&0(D!
!
!
3e>eaAcG($etGDBDlDF?(DT(tGe(1a>e(,tRB?(
(
Informed Consent
!

I.$%!'&%&)'0.!%(1-3!L)%!)KK'*6&-!J3!"+($*0.!5+$6&'%$(3\%!O1;)+!71J`&0(!

<&%&)'0.!B*;;$((&&!(*!'&6$&L!-*01;&+(%!4'*;!(.&!B*'*+&'\%!M44$0&!0*22&0(&-!$+!(.&!
$+6&%($>)($*+!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!%1%K$0$*1%!-&)(.!*4!)!eZ[3&)'[*2-D!!"%!)!K)'(!*4!(.&!
$+6&%($>)($6&!K'*0&%%!0*+-10(&-!J3!(.&!B*1+(3!B*'*+&'8!)22!$+4*';)+(%!L.*!)>'&&-!
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(*!)!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$+(&'6$&L!%$>+&-!$+4*';&-!0*+%&+(!4*';%D!!7&&!"KK&+-$Y!
#D!

The Research Project
!

I.$%!'&%&)'0.!K'*`&0(!0);&!)J*1(!)%!)!'&%12(!*4!(.&!'&%&)'0.&'\%!$+0'&)%$+>!

$+(&'&%(!$+!1%$+>!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%$&%!(*!.&2K!4);$2$&%!'&%*26&!-$%0*'-!$+!
&=1$6*0)2!-&)(.%D!!9$(.!(.&!%1KK*'(!*4!E)-&23+!70.L)'(^8!(.&!B*'*+&'\%!M44$0&!L)%!
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Sources of Evidence Bathered for the Case Study
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Letters, written reports, emails,
newspaper clippings, transcripts of voice
recordings, Coroner report, police incident
reports, medical report, toxicology
findings, medical incident report, doctor
and psychiatrist reports, death certificate,
corrected death certificate, psychological
autopsy protocols.
Personal journal records, calendars,
county demographic data, County Coroner
SOP manual & procedures, medical
history of decedent, downloaded articles
by decedent’s parents from the internet
pertaining to suicides, ligature hangings,
poems and songs by survivors.
Voice recordings of case study
participants, voice recordings of Deputy
Coroner, telephone interview notes from
doctor, school personnel, classmates of the
decedent.
Visit to the home of the decedent’s family,
visit to the County Coroner office to access
files and converse with other Deputies
involved in death investigation work.
Researcher had several roles in the study,
volunteer for the Coroner’s office and
interviewer for the study.
Pictures of decedent taken by the Coroner,
pictures taken by the interviewers at the
2nd investigation of decedent room &
drawings made by the decedent
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Data Analysis Overview
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Data Collection of the First Death Investigation
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Data Analysis of the First Death Investigation
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Level 1. Primary Coding Categoriesa PreEPsychological Autopsy
Decedent. Coronerbs Report
2. Decedent. Coronerbs Report.
Narrative of Coronerbs Report
3. Narrative of Coronerbs Report.
Narrative of Coronerbs Report c Addendum
,. Narrative of Coronerbs Report E Addendum.
-. County Body View Record.
.. County Case Notes.
Deputy Coronerbs PLead InvestigatorQ Notes from Dr. A.= Psychiatrist
G. Case Notes from Dr. A.
WA State Certificate of Death
H. WA State Certificate of Death.
WA State Certificate of Death c Corrected Copy
D. WA State Certificate of Death c Corrected Copy.
P.D. Incident Report c Death Investigationa euvenile
1F. PD Incident Report.
P.D. Incident Report c Death Investigationa Narrative
11. PD Narrative.
Medic One Incident Response
12. MO Incident Response.
WA State Roxicology Report
13. WA State Roxicology Report.
Faxed Medical Records from [ospital
1,. ER Visit 1F/2,/2FFF PR. B. M.DQ.
[ospital E Emergency Record
1-. Summary of medical events when Decedent arrived at the hospital.
[ospital c Release of Body to Morgue
1.. Procedure Form.
[ospital E Consent for Rissue Donation
1G. Records
Letter from the decedentbs family to the Coroner
1H. Rranscribed Letter
Letter from Coroner
1D. Rranscribed Coroner Letter
Decedentbs family response to the Coroner
2F. Rranscribed Letter
Faxed [ealth Records c Archive c
21 Pharmacy Records of Deceased medications
Faxed [ealth Records c Archive c
22. [istorical Prescription List
From age 11 was on antidepressants/antipsychotic medications
Dear Abby Article Regarding the Choking Kame
Medicolegal Death Investigation Kuidelines Contrasted with RCCO
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Data Collection of the Second Death Investigation
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!
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(*!-&(&';$+&!(.&!0)1%&!)+-!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.D!!E*'&!$+4*';)($*+!$%!+&&-&-!L.&+!
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2*%%D!!#1'$+>!(.&!-&J'$&4$+>8!%1'6$6*'%!)'&!*44&'&-!$+4*';)($*+!)+-!'&%*1'0&%!4*'!
1+-&'%()+-$+>!(.&!+)(1'&!*4!(.&!-&)(.!)+-!(.&!-&)(.\%!$;K)0(!*+!(.&;!)%!$+-$6$-1)2%!
)+-!*+!(.&$'!4);$23!%3%(&;!)%!)!L.*2&D!!O*L&6&'8!%K&0$)2$^&-!(')$+$+>!$%!+&&-&-!$+!
*'-&'!(*!&44&0($6&23!0*+-10(!)!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$+(&'6$&LD!!"00*'-$+>!(*!
70.L)'(^!AFGGeC8!k:+!(.&!.)+-%!*4!)!%T$22&-!$+6&%($>)(*'8!(.&!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$%!
HD

+*(!*+23!)!'&%&)'0.!(**28!J1(!$(!0)+!J&0*;&!)+!&-10)($*+)2!)%!L&22!)%!)!.&)2$+>!
&YK&'$&+0&!4*'!4);$23!;&;J&'%!)+-!*(.&'%!(*10.&-!J3!(.&!-&)(.l!AKD!ZCD!
!

I.*1>.!b*+\%!0)%&!'&;)$+%!1+-&(&';$+&-!)+-!b*+\%!K)'&+(%!.)6&!%()(&-!(.&$'!

4'1%(')($*+!L$(.!(.&!*1(0*;&!*4!(.&!%&0*+-!$+6&%($>)($*+8!(.&!0*+($+1&-!K'*0&%%!*4!
&Y(')0($+>!$+4*';)($*+!$+!)!0*;K)%%$*+)(&!;)++&'!.)-!%*;&!J&+&4$(%!4*'!(.&!4);$23D!!
E%D!7L)'(^!AK&'%*+)2!0*;;1+$0)($*+8!E)'0.!FZ8!FGGiC!%1>>&%(&-!(L*!J&+&4$(%!$+!
L.$0.!(.&!$+6&%($>)($*+!;)3!.)6&!)%%$%(&-!(.&!4);$23!J)%&-!*+!4&&-J)0T!4'*;!(.&!
4);$23R!eC!(.&!K)'&+(%!%()(&-!(.&$'!)KK'&0$)($*+!*4!.)6$+>!)!4*22*L[1K!$+6&%($>)($*+!
0*+-10(&-!J3!(.&!B*'*+&'\%!M44$0&8!)+-!FC!(.&!K)'&+(%!%()(&-!(.&$'!)KK'&0$)($*+!*4!
.)6$+>!(.&!*KK*'(1+$(3!(*!(&22!;*'&!*4!b*+\%!%(*'3!)4(&'!.&)'$+>!4'*;!;)+3!*4!b*+\%!
02)%%;)(&%D!

DF

3e>Rlt>(
!

I.&!>*)2!*4!(.$%!-&%0'$K($6&!0)%&!%(1-3!L)%!(*!&YK2*'&!)+-!-&%0'$J&!(.&!

&YK&'$&+0&%!*4!.*L!*+&!4);$23!%144&'&-!)+-!%1'6$6&-!(.&!1+&YK&0(&-!2*%%!*4!(.&$'!
eZ[3&)'[*2-!%*+!%1%K&0(&-!*4!-3$+>!J3!%1$0$-)2!;&)+%D!!:+!)--$($*+8!(.$%!'&%&)'0.!
&Y);$+&-!(.&!1%&!*4!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!$+4*';)($*+!4*'!)%%$%($+>!(.&!4);$23!L$(.!
(.&!2*%%!*4!(.&$'!%*+D!!I.&!4);$23!1+-&'L&+(!(L*!%&K)')(&!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+%!J3!
(L*!-$44&'&+(!-&K1(3!0*'*+&'%D!!I.&!%&0*+-!$+6&%($>)($*+!1%&-!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!
$+4*';)($*+D!!I.$%!'&%&)'0.!%(1-3!&Y);$+&-!(.&!-)()!(.)(!&;&'>&-!4'*;!(.&!
B*'*+&'\%!'&K*'(!)+-!0*;K)'&-!$(!(*!(.&!-)()!4'*;!0*+-10($+>!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!
$+(&'6$&L%D!!I.$%!0*;K)'$%*+!%1>>&%(&-!L)3%!$+!L.$0.!(.&!1%&!*4!K%30.*2*>$0)2!
)1(*K%$&%!;$>.(!.)6&!J&+&4$(&-!(.$%!4);$23!$+!(.&!%1%K$0$*1%!-&)(.!*4!(.&$'!%*+D!!!
!

?'$&4238!&$>.(!)'&)%!*4!J&+&4$(!L&'&!$-&+($4$&-!L.$0.!0*$+0$-&-!L$(.!(.&!&$>.(!

0)(&>*'$&%!*4!(.&!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+!K'*0&%%!L$(.!(.&!&Y0&K($*+!*4!2)L!&+4*'0&;&+(D!!
I.&%&!$+021-&-R!eC!/);$238!FC!70.**28!ZC!E&-$0)28!cC!,%30.*K)(.*2*>38!fC!/*'&+%$08!iC!
U3&!9$(+&%%8!gC!<&%&)'0.&'!?$)%8!)+-!hC!B*'*22)'3!?&+&4$(%D!!/*'!&)0.!)'&)!*4!J&+&4$(!
*+&!*4!4$6&!(3K&%!*4!J&+&4$(!4*'!(.&!4);$23!L)%!)2%*!$-&+($4$&-D!!I.&%&!$+021-&-!
J&+&4$(%!(.)(!L&'&!-$%0*6&'&-8!'&6&)2&-8!0*+4$';&-8!%1>>&%(&-!*'!6)2$-)(&-!4'*;!(.&!
'&%&)'0.D!!A7&&!I)J2&!fD!!O*L!,%30.*2*>$0)2!"1(*K%$&%!O&2K&-!I.&!/);$23!:+!I.$%!
B)%&!7(1-38!4*'!)!%1;;)'3!*4!'&%12(%C!
!
Family and School Information
!

I.&!J&+&4$(%!*4!0*+-10($+>!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%$&%!(*!4);$23!)+-!4'$&+-%!0)+!

J&!%&&+!$+!(.&!-$44&'&+0&%!(.)(!&;&'>&-!J&(L&&+!(.&!(L*!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+%D!!U)0.!
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-$44&'&+0&!+*(&%!)+!&YK)+%$*+!*4!$+4*';)($*+!$+!(.&!$+6&%($>)($*+!K'*0&%%D!!I.1%8!
K*(&+($)223!)%%$%($+>!(.&!B*'*+&'!$+!(.&!-&(&';$+)($*+!*4!;)++&'!*4!-&)(.8!)%!L&22!)%!
K'*6$-$+>!;*'&!$+4*';)($*+!4*'!(.&!4);$23!(*!4)0$2$()(&!)!J&((&'!1+-&'%()+-$+>!*4!(.&!
-&)(.D!!M+&!%10.!-$44&'&+0&!J&(L&&+!(.&!(L*!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+%!L)%!$+!(.&!
0)(&>*'$&%!*4!/);$23!)+-!70.**2!:+4*';)($*+D!!I.&!70.L)'(^!<&('*%K&0($6&!,'*4$2&!
A7<,C8!>)(.&'&-!)--$($*+)2!$+4*';)($*+!)J*1(!b*+\%!4);$23!)+-!.$%!%0.**2!
&+6$'*+;&+(D!!:+!(.&!/);$23!#*;)$+8!2)(&+(!$+-$0)(*'%!*4!%1$0$-)2!K)((&'+%!&;&'>&-!
(.)(!L&'&!+*(!02&)'!4'*;!$+$($)2!0*+()0(!L$(.!(.&!4);$23D!!,%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%3!
$+(&'6$&L%!-$%0*6&'&-!(.&!4*22*L$+>R!!)!.$%(*'3!*4!K%30.*K)(.*2*>3_!K'$*'!%1$0$-&%!
)+-!)((&;K(&-!%1$0$-&%!J3!*(.&'!4);$23!;&;J&'%_!)+-!)!-&%0'$K($*+!*4!K&'6)%$6&!
%&24[.)';$+>!J&.)6$*'%!-$%K2)3&-!J3!b*+!(.)(!0*12-!J&!$+(&'K'&(&-!)%!%1$0$-)2!
;*($6)($*+%D!!!
!

:+!(.&!70.**2!#*;)$+8!$+4*';)($*+!&;&'>&-!%1>>&%($+>!)!J)0T[%(*'3!*4!

.)')%%;&+(!(*L)'-%!b*+8!L.$0.!)KK&)'&-!$+%$-$*1%!)+-!K&'6)%$6&D!!I.&!;*%(!
+*()J2&!&Y);K2&!*4!.)')%%;&+(!4*'!b*+!L)%!(.&!kK)+(%!$+0$-&+(8l!L.$0.!*001''&-!$+!
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Medical and Psychopathology Factors
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Forensic Information Expanded
!

9$(.$+!(.&!#*;)$+!*4!/*'&+%$0!:+4*';)($*+8!(L*!(*K$0%!L&'&!&YK)+-&-!L.&+!

0*;K)'$+>!(.&!(L*!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+%D!!I.&!4$'%(!(*K$0!&YK)+-&-!%K&012)($*+!
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M(.&'!$+0$-&+(%!(.)(!-$-!$;K23!b*+\%!$+(&+($*+%8!L.$0.!0*12-!J&!0*+4$';&-!)+-!

0*22)J*')(&-!L)%!b*+\%!6$%$(%!(*!$+(&'+&(!%$(&%!)J*1(!.)+>$+>%!)+-!(*!)!L&J%$(&!
-&%0'$J$+>!.*L!(*!T$22!*+&\%!%&24D!!:+!)--$($*+8!b*+\%!3*1+>&'!J'*(.&'8!I.*;)%!
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'&;&;J&'&-!.&)'$+>!)!0*;;&+(!b*+!;)-&!(*!(.&!+&$>.J*'8!%)3$+>8!k.&!L*+-&'&-!
L.)(!$(!L*12-!4&&2!2$T&!(*!%(&K!$+!4'*+(!*4!)!%K&&-$+>!0)'Dl!!"+3!*4!(.&!)J*6&!&6&+(%!
L.&+!()T&+!*1(!*4!0*+(&Y(!0*12-!J&!$+(&'K'&(&-!)%!+*';)2!)-*2&%0&+(!)+>%(!
J&.)6$*'D!!I.&!;12($K2&!%*1'0&%!*4!&6$-&+0&!4'*;!;12($K2&!&+6$'*+;&+(%!%1>>&%(&-!
(.)(!)!K)((&'+!*4!%1$0$-)2!)0($+>!*1(!;$>.(!.)6&!J&&+!K'&%&+(D!!!
!

I.&!%&0*+-!)'&)!*4!&YK)+-&-!$+6&%($>)($*+!0&+(&'&-!*+!b*+\%!$+(&'+)2!L*'2-!

*'!.*L!.&!;$>.(!.)6&!J&&+!&YK&'$&+0$+>!.$%!2$4&!)00*'-$+>!(*!4);$23!)+-!4'$&+-%D!
b*$+&'\%!AFGGfC!(.&*'3!)J*1(!2**T$+>!)(!%1$0$-&!4'*;!)+!&0*2*>$0)2!K*%$($*+!0*12-!J&!
)KK2$&-!$+!b*+\%!0)%&D!!b*+\%!0$'01;%()+0&%!K'*6$-&!(.&!(.'&&!K$6*()2!&2&;&+(%!(*L)'-!
4*'!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&R!
!

eC!! An ability to enact lethal self-injuryD!!Ab*+!;)3!.)6&!&YK&'$;&+(&-!L$(.!(.&!
0.*T$+>!>);&!)+-!)00*'-$+>!(*!.$%!;*(.&'\%!K&'0&K($*+!('$&-!(*!T$22!
.$;%&24!$+!(.&!-'3&'CD!

!

FC!! Thwarted belongingnessD!!Ab*+!&YK&'$&+0&-!0.'*+$0!%0.**2!.)')%%;&+(8!
.)-!4&L!4'$&+-%!)+-!K)'($0$K)(&-!$+!4&L!%*0$)2!>'*1K%CD!

!

ZC!! Perceived burdensomenessD!!Ab*+!'&K*'(&-!4&&2$+>!-$44&'&+(!4'*;!*(.&'%8!
%)3$+>!(.)(8!k!d.&!-$-+\(!4&&2!2$T&!.$;%&24!)+-!L$%.&-!.&!L&'&!-&)-lCD!!!

!
!

#&%K$(&!(.&!)--$($*+)2!$+4*';)($*+8!$(!'&;)$+&-!1+02&)'!L.&(.&'!b*+!L)%!*+!)!

(')`&0(*'3!(*L)'-%!)!0*;K2&(&-!%1$0$-&!)%!L*12-!J&!%1>>&%(&-!J3!b*$+&'\%!AFGGfC!
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Forensic

Discovered
Suggested

Eye Witness

Revealed

Researcher Bias

Revealed

Corollary

Validated

Suicidal patterns within the family hx.
Appreciation for a followEup investigation _
opportunity to tell more of eonbs story.
Back story of harassmentk special educationk isolationk
few peer friendships.
[ospitali]ationk disagreement between psychiatrist _
pediatrician.
Dx of BPDk bioEchemical connectionk medication
management issuesk account for symptomology.
Prior selfEin`ury events c motherbs perceptionEdryerk
neighbor rptk computer sites.
Rheoretical implications c eoiner P2FF-Qk aQ lethal selfE
in`ury= bQ thwarted belongingness= cQ perceived
burdensominess.
Individual c Krief reactions from classmates
Community c Krief reactions from school
administratorsk bullying postersk information to parents
about the hchoking game.i
Cathartic reactionsk familybs perceived pain associated
with mental illnessk palatable emotions during
interviewk sense of a supportive _ empathetic
environments for the interview.
Addressed family issue for more informationk validated
the countybs investigative process between deputiesk
improved public image.
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!
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);*+>!.$>.!%0.**2!%(1-&+(%D!fournal of American Medical Association8!FHFD!
<&('$&6&-!W*6!Fi8!FGGc8!4'*;!.((KR]]`);)D);)[
)%%+D*'>]0>$]0*+(&+(]4122]FHF]c]cFhD!
!
I$;;&';)+%8!7D!AFGGFCD!I.&!0)1%&!*4!-&)(.!6%D!(.&!>$4(!*4!2$4&R!J*1+-)'3!
;)$+(&+)+0&!)+-!(.&!K*2$($0%!*4!&YK&'($%&!$+!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)($*+8!Sociology of
Health & Illness, 2Y8!f8!ffG[fgcD!
!
I$;;&';)+%8!7D!AFGGfCD!71$0$-&!-&(&';$+)($*+!)+-!(.&!K'*4&%%$*+)2!)1(.*'$(3!*4!
;&-$0)2!&Y);$+&'%8!American Sociological Review, 708!Zee[ZZZD!
!
I$;;&';)+%8!7D!AFGGiCD!Postmortem: how medical examiners explain suspicious
deathsD!B.$0)>*8!:PR!I.&!5+$6&'%$(3!*4!B.$0)>*!,'&%%D!
!
I$%.2&'8!BD!PD8!E0@&+'38!,D!BD8!m!E*'>)+8!@D8!BD!AeHheCD!"-*2&%0&+(!%1$0$-&!)((&;K(%R!
7*;&!%$>+$4$0)+(!4)0(*'%8!Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior8!118!hi[HFD!
!
12D

I.&!";&'$0)+!?*)'-!*4!E&-$0*2&>)2!#&)(.!:+6&%($>)(*'%8!AeHHH[FGGhCD!";&'$0)+!
J*)'-!*4!;&-$0*2&>)2!-&)(.!$+6&%($>)(*'%D!<&('$&6&-!b)+1)'3!ei8!FGGh8!9&J!
%$(&R!.((KR]]LLLD%21D&-1]*'>)+$^)($*+%])J;-$]!
!
I.*;)%8!bD8!m!P&$(+&'8!PD!AFGGfCD!7(32&%!*4!%1$0$-&!$+(&'6&+($*+R!,'*4&%%$*+)2%\!
'&%K*+%&%!)+-!02$&+(%\!K'&4&'&+0&%8!The Humanistic Psychologist8!338!F8!ecf[
eifD!
!
I*1;J*1'*18!ID!9D8!Q'&>>8!ED!UD!AFGGFCD!:;K)0(!*4!)+!&;K*L&';&+([J)%&-!K)'&+(!
&-10)($*+!K'*>');!*+!(.&!'&-10($*+!*4!3*1(.!%1$0$-&!'$%T!4)0(*'%8!fournal of
Adolescent Health8!318!Fgg[FhfD!
!
5D!7D!#&K)'(;&+(!*4!b1%($0&!AeHHHCD!#&)(.!:+6&%($>)($*+R!"!>1$-&!4*'!(.&!%0&+&!
$+6&%($>)(*'D!<&('$&6&-!b)+1)'3!ei8!FGGg8!4'*;!
.((KR]]LLLD+0`'%D*'>]K-44$2&%]eigfihDK-4!!
!
X)2*$%8!<D8!n122$>8!@D!PD8!O1&J+&'8!UD!7D8!m!#')+&8!9DbD!AFGGcCD!P$4&!%)($%4)0($*+!m!%1$0$-&!
);*+>!.$>.!%0.**2!)-*2&%0&+(%8!Suicidal Indicator Research8!668!he[ifD!
!
X)+!#*+>&+8!BD!bD!AeHHZCD!7*0$)2!0*+(&Y(!*4!K*%(%1$0$-&!J&'&)6&;&+(8!Death Studies8!
178!eFf[eceD!
!
X)+!O**448!"D!bD!PD!AFGGGCD!"!.$%(*'$0)2!K&'%K&0($6&!*+!%1$0$-&D!:+!<D9D!E)'$%8!"D!PD!
?&';)+!m!ED!ED!7$26&';)+!AU-%DC8!Comprehensive textbook of suicidology8!AKKD!
Hg[eFZCD!W&L!N*'T8!WNR!I.&!Q1$24*'-!,'&%%D!
!
9)>+&'8!?D!ED8!7$26&';)+8!ED!"D8!m!E)'($+8!BD!UD!AFGGZCD!/);$23!4)0(*'%!$+!3*1(.!
%1$0$-)2!J&.)6$*'%8!American Behavioral Scientist8!Y68!H8!eege[eeHeD!
!
9)'%.)1&'8!ED!UD!m!E*+T8!ED!AeHghCD!,'*J2&;%!$+!%1$0$-&!%()($%($0&!4*'!L.$(&%!)+-!
J2)0T%8!American fournal of Public Health8!688!c8!ZhZ[ZhhD!
!
9&$%;)+8!"D!#D!AeHgcCD!The realiPation of death: A guide for the psychological
autopsy8!W&L!N*'T8!WNR!b)%*+!"'*+%*+D!
!
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9&22&'8!UD!?D8!m!9&22&'8!<D!"D!AFGGeCD!71$0$-&!$+!3*1(.8!Depression and Anxiety8!1Y8!
eff[efiD!
!
9&22&'8!UD!?D8!N*1+>8!@D!ED8!<*.'J)1>.8!"D8!m!9&22&'8!<D!"D!AFGGeCD!M6&'6$&L!)+-!
)%%&%%;&+(!*4!(.&!%1$0$-)2!0.$2-8!Depression and Anxiety8!1Y8!efg[eiZD!
!
9&'2)+>8!7D!QD8!m!?*(&>)8!WD!bD!AFGGZCD!"!%&;$[%('10(1'&-!$+(&'6$&L!4*'!K%30.*2*>$0)2!
)1(*K%3R!"+!$+(&'[')(&'!'&2$)J$2$(3!%(1-38!Suicide and Life-Threatening
Behavior8!338!ZFi[ZZGD!!
!
9&'+&'8!MD8!m!70.*&K42&8!QD!ED!AeHhg)CD!Systematic fieldwork: Volume I, foundations of
ethnography and interviewing.!W&LJ1'3!,)'T8!B"R!7)>&D!
!
9&'(.&$;&'8!"D!AeHHeCD!A special star: The experiences of people bereaved by suicideD!
P*+-*+8!U+>2)+-R!I)6$%(*0T]<*1(2&->&D!
!
9.&&2&'8!:D!AeHHZCD!I.&!'*2&!*4!;&)+$+>!)+-!K1'K*%&!$+!2$4&!$+!J&'&)6&-!K)'&+(%!
)%%*0$)(&-!L$(.!)!%&24[.&2K!>'*1KR!B*;K)%%$*+)(&!/'$&+-%8!Omega8!288!c8!Fie[
FgeD!
!
9$T2)+-&'8!ED8!7);1&2%%*+8!ED8!m!"%J&'>8!ED!AFGGZCD!7.);&!'&)0($*+%!)4(&'!%1$0$-&!
)((&;K(8!Scandinavian fournal of Caring Sciences8!178!FHZ[ZGGD!
!
9*>'$+8!BD!AFGGeCD!Matters of life and death: Finding the words to say goodbyD!W&L!
N*'T8!WNR!?'*)-L)3!?**T%D!
!
9*20*((8!OD!/D!AeHHcCD!Transforming qualitative data: Description, analysis and
interpretation,!I.*1%)+-!M)T%8!B"R!7)>&!,1J2$0)($*+%D!
!
9*'-&+8!bD!9D!AeHHeCD!Brief counseling and grief therapy8!AF+-!U-CD!W&L!N*'TR!
7K'$+>&'D!
!
9'*J2&%T$8!"D!AFGGFCD!Suicide of a childD!AZ'-!U-CD!M;).)8!WUR!B&+(&'$+>!B*'K*')($*+D!
!
9'*J2&%T$8!"D!AeHhcCD!I.&!%1$0$-&!%1'6$6*'%!>'$&4!>'*1K8!Omega8!158!egZ[ehcD!
131

N$+8!<D!@D!AFGGZCD!Case study research: Design and methods.!I.*1%)+-!M)T%8!B"R!7)>&!
,1J2$0)($*+%D!
!
N*1+>8!ID!AeHHFCD!,'*0&-1'&!)+-!K'*J2&;%!$+!0*+-10($+>!)!K%30.*2*>$0)2!)1(*K%38!
International fournal of Offender Therapy and Comparative Criminology8!Zi8!
cZ[fFD!
!
N*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');8!AFGGc[FGGgCD!N*1(.!71$0$-&!,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!
*4!9)%.$+>(*+!7()(&D!<&('$&6&-!E)'0.!FF8!FGGg8!4'*;!N*1(.!71$0$-&!
,'&6&+($*+!,'*>');!9&J!%$(&R!.((KR]]LLLD3%KKD*'>]$+-&YD.(;!
!
!
!
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",,UW#:V!"!
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/*'!;*'&!$+4*';)($*+!)+-]*'!(')$+$+>!*4!(.&!70.L)'(^!<&('*%K&0($6&!,'*4$2&8!K2&)%&!
0*+()0(R!
!
!
E)-&23+!70.L)'(^8!ED"D8!"D?D7D!
.&)'(L*'T00•)*2D0*;!!

!
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Medic One Report (7:39 PM)
,?VEtDV>(<,@W!!eZ!3]*!;)2&!0]0!'&%K$')(*'3!)''&%(D!!,(\%D!;*(.&'!2&4(!.*;&!
4*'!+]%!;$+1(&%!)+-!'&(1'+&-!.*;&!(*!4$+-!K(D!.)+>$+>!4'*;!)!-*>!2&)%.!($&-!
)'*1+-!.$%!+&0T!)+-!%21+>!*6&'!)!-**'D!!7.&!01(!.$;!-*L+!)+-!0)22&-!Hee!)+-!
)((&;K(&-!B,<D!!E*(.&'!%()(&%!K(D!.)%!)!.Y!*4!J$K*2)'!-$%*'-&'8!1+0&'()$+!*4!
&6&+(%!2&)-$+>!1K!(*!.)+>$+>D!
!
-I>eA9atiD;>(<-@W!!,(D!4*1+-!*+!42**'8!1+0*+%0$*1%8!1+'&%K*+%$6&8!K12%&2&%%8!
)K+&$08!*J6$*1%!'*K&!J1'+!)'*1+-!.$%!+&0T8!&;&%$%!AvomitC!$+!)$'L)3D!!W*!
*(.&'!%$>+%!*4!(')1;)D!!,1K$2%!4$Y&-!j!c;;D!!K(\%!J2**-!*+!+&0T!*'!)+3L.&'&D!
!
#>>e>>Ve;t(<#@W!!<&%K$')(*'3!)+-!0)'-$)0!)''&%(!-1&!(*!.)+>$+>D!
!
/la;(</@W!!"%%&%%8!%()'(!B,<]"BP7!Aresuscitative protocolC!)2>*!'.3(.;%D!!
E*+$(*'!j!)%3%(*2&!Acardiac standstilli no cardiac outputCD!!UII!Aendotracheal
tubeC!K2)0&-8!iDGD!Arefer to the siPe of the tubeC!0*+4$';&-!L$(.!&+-($-)2!BMF!
ACarbon DioxideC!)1%012()($*+8!6$%1)2$^)($*+!:DXD!!E&-$0)($*+%R!:DXD!4*'!)!(*()2!*4!
UK$!AEpinephrineC!e;>!Y!g8!"J)K$+&!e;>!Y!Z8!7*-$1;!?$0)'J!fG;0>!Y!FD!!
7&=1&+0&!($;&!J&2*LD!!"((&;K(&-!K)0$+>!L$(.*1(!0)K(1'&D!!,)($&+(!.)-!
&K$%*-&%!*4!,U"!Apulseless electrical activityC!(.)(!2)%(&-!eG!%&0*+-%!(*!f!
;$+1(&%D!!B)22!(*!O*%K$()28!#'D!/D!'&=1&%(&-!(')+%K*'(!$4!K)($&+(!;)$+()$+&-!
,U"D!!,)($&+(!'&0&$6&-!!)!(*()2!*4!ecGG!00!W7!:XD!!<&(1'+&-!(*!)%3%(*2&!1K*+!
)''$6)2!•!O*%K$()2D!!#'D!/!K'*+*1+0&-!K)($&+(!)+-!%(*KK&-!&44*'(%!•!FGFc!
AhRFc!,ECD!!B.)K2)$+!+*($4$&-!)+-!;)-&!0*+()0(!L$(.!4);$23D!
!
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Law Enforcement Report (7:50 PM)
I;ciBe;t(1la>>iTicatiD;W!!#&)(.!:+6&%($>)($*+!!B)%&!W1;J&'R!!FGGf[GGGGG!
!
I.&!0)22&'!.)-!'&K*'(&-23!%()'(&-!B,<D!!/$'&!#&K)'(;&+(!A/#C!.)-!J&&+!
-$%K)(0.&-!(*!(.&!'&%$-&+0&D!!M+!)''$6)2!:!%)L!(.)(!/#!L)%!*+!%0&+&D!!U+>$+&!
(L*!)+-!$(\%!0'&L8!b&44!7('*+>8!"D!bD!P&++)'-!)+-!?*J!9)(%*+8!)2*+>!L$(.!
E&-$0%8!#*++3!E)`*'%!)+-!X$0T$&!"+-&'%8!L&'&!$+%$-&!(.&!'&%$-&+0&!('&)($+>!
(.&!6$0($;D!!:!;)-&!0*+()0(!L$(.!b)0$+-)!BD!1K%()$'%D!!7.&!L)%!%()+-$+>!*1(%$-&!
*4!(.&!J&-'**;!L.&'&!(.&!6$0($;!L)%!J&$+>!('&)(&-D!!:!)%T&-!.&'!(*!L)2T!
-*L+%()$'%!L.&'&!:!*J()$+&-!%*;&!J)%$0!$+4*';)($*+D!!b)0$+-)!(*2-!;&!(.)(!
%.&!.)-!%K*T&!(*!.&'!%*+!`1%(!J&4*'&!%.&!L&+(!*+!.&'!L)2TD!!7.&!('$&-!(*!>&(!
.$;!(*!>*!J1(!.&!-$-+\(!L)+(!(*D!!7.&!2&4(!)+-!L)%!>*+&!4*'!)KK'*Y$;)(&23!FG!
;$+1(&%D!!9.&+!%.&!'&(1'+&-!.*;&!%.&!0.)+>&-!)+-!0)22&-!(*!.&'!%*+!J1(!>*(!
+*!'&%K*+%&D!!7.&!L&+(!1K%()$'%!)+-!4*1+-!.$;!.)+>$+>!4'*;!.$%!J&-'**;!
-**'D!!b)0$+-)!%)$-!*+&!&+-!*4!)!2&)%.!.)-!J&&+!K2)0&-!*6&'!(.&!-**'T+*J!
L.$2&!(.&!'&%(!*4!$(!.)-!J&&+!(.'*L+!1K!)+-!*6&'!(.&!-**'D!!O&'!%*+!L)%!
.)+>$+>!4'*;!)!2**K!(.)(!.)-!J&&+!0'&)(&-!)(!(.&!*(.&'!&+-D!!7.&!%)$-!.$%!4)0&!
L)%!J21&!$+!0*2*'!)+-!.&!L)%!+*(!J'&)(.$+>D!!7.&!1%&-!%*;&!%0$%%*'%!(*!01(!
.$;!-*L+!)+-!0)22&-!HeeD!!"4(&'!;)T$+>!(.&!Hee!0)22!%.&!%()'(&-!B,<!)+-!
0*+($+1&-!1+($2!;&-$0%!)''$6&-D!!b)0$+-)!(*2-!;&!(.)(!.&'!%*+!.)-!J&&+!
-$)>+*%&-!)%!?$K*2)'D!!7.&!%)$-!.&!.)-!J&&+!()T$+>!.$%!;&-$0)($*+%!)+-!.)-+\(!
$+-$0)(&-!)!-&%$'&!(*!.)';!.$;%&24D!
!
M44$0&'!W&2%*+!)''$6&-!)+-!L)$(&-!L$(.!b)0$+-)!1+($2!.&'!.1%J)+-!)+-!)!
0.)K2)$+!)''$6&-D!
!
:!'&(1'+&-!1K%()$'%!)+-!L)%!)-6$%&-!J3!E&-$0%!(.)(!$(!L)%!1+2$T&23!(.)(!(.&!
J*3!L*12-!%1'6$6&D!!O&!L)%!(')+%K*'(&-!4'*;!(.&!'&%$-&+0&!(*!.*%K$()2!4*'!
)--$($*+)2!('&)(;&+(D!!:!0.&0T&-!(.&!'**;!)+-!'&0*6&'&-!)!J21&!0*2*'&-!2&)%.!
(.)(!.)-!J&&+!01(!$+!(L*D!!:(!L)%!*+!(.&!42**'!+&)'!(.&!J&-'**;!42**'D!!:!
2*0)(&-!)!K)$'!*4!%0$%%*'%!*+!(.&!42**'!+&)'!(.&!-**'!)%!L&22D!!:!0.&0T&-!(.&!
'**;!J1(!-$-!+*(!2*0)(&!)+3!*(.&'!$(&;%!*4!&6$-&+0&D!!:!-$-!+*(!2*0)(&!)!%1$0$-&!
+*(&D!!:!(.&+!K.*(*>')K.&-!(.&!J&-'**;!)+-!$(\%!0*+(&+(%D!
!
I.&'&!-$-!+*(!)KK&)'!(*!J&!)+3!%$>+%!*4!)!-$%(1'J)+0&!$+!(.&!'**;D!
!
:!02&)'&-!(.&!'&%$-&+0&!)+-!-'*6&!(*!O*%K$()2!4*'!4*22*L[1KD!!:!;)-&!0*+()0(!
L$(.!&;&'>&+03!'**;!%()44!)+-!(.&!)((&+-$+>!-*0(*'D!!I.&3!)-6$%&-!(.)(!(.&!
6$0($;!L)%!-&0&)%&-!)+-!(.)(!(.&3!.)-!0)22&-!(.&!($;&!*4!-&)(.!`1%(!K'$*'!(*!
;3!)''$6)2D!!:!0.&0T&-!(.&!6$0($;!)+-!+*(&-!$+`1'3!(*!.$%!+&0TD!!I.&!$+`1'3!L)%!
0*+%$%(&+(!L$(.!(.&!%.)K&!)+-!(&Y(1'&!*4!(.&!2&)%.!(.)(!:!.)-!'&0*6&'&-!4'*;!
(.&!'**;D!!:!K.*(*>')K.&-!(.&!$+`1'$&%!4'*;!J*(.!%$-&%!)+-!(.&!4'*+(D!!I.&'&!
L&'&!+*!*(.&'!6$%$J2&!$+`1'$&%!*+!.$%!)';%!)+-!2&>%!(*!$+-$0)(&!)!-&4&+%$6&!
%('1>>2&D!
!
1,F

I.&!B*'*+&'\%!M44$0&!L)%!+*($4$&-D!
!
:!02&)'&-!O*%K$()2!)4(&'!+*($43$+>!7>(D!b*.+%*+!*4!(.&!6$0($;%!K)%%$+>D!!:!
'&(1'+&-!(*!(.&!;)$+!%()($*+!L.&'&!:!&+(&'&-!(.&!%0$%%*'%8!2&)%.!)+-!;&;*'3!
0)'-!$+(*!&6$-&+0&D!!MK&+D!
!
M44$0&'!W);&]W1;J&'R!A,&'T$+%8!,DC!{GGGG!!!5+$(R!!G"ei!!!#)(&R!!Gf]Gf]FGGf!
"KK'*6&-!?3!W1;J&'R!!Ab*.+%*+8!bC!{eGGG!
!

1,1

Rhe Coronerbs Report c Initial Findings
1-3-&!3_,(3!/-3)W!!Narrative!j!b*+!BD!
!
eZ!NU"<[MP#!E"PU!/M5W#!O"WQU#!/<ME!#MM<@WM?8!O:7IM<N!M/!
?:,MP"<!#:7U"7U!
!
M+!Gf]Gc]Gf!)(!FGcG.8!)!0)22!L)%!'&0&$6&-!4'*;!O*%K$()2!U<!'&>)'-$+>!(.&!
-&)(.!*4!eZ!3&)'[*2-!bMW!BD!!:(!L)%!'&K*'(&-!E'D!BD!L)%!(')+%K*'(&-!6$)!
;&-$0%!4'*;!.$%!'&%$-&+0&!)4(&'!.&!L)%!4*1+-!.)+>$+>!4'*;!)!-**'T+*JD!!#1&!
(*!(.&!0$'01;%()+0&%!%1''*1+-$+>!(.&!-&)(.8!)!%0&+&!'&%K*+%&!L)%!-&&;&-!
+&0&%%)'3D!
!
UY);$+)($*+!*4!(.&!-&0&-&+(!L)%!0*+-10(&-!)(!(.&!O*%K$()2!U;&'>&+03!
<**;D!!UY);$+)($*+!'&6&)2&-!)!3*1+>!;)2&!L$(.!"%$)+!4&)(1'&%!23$+>!%1K$+&!
*+!)!.*%K$()2!>1'+&3D!!O&!L)%!02)-!$+!J&$>&!K)+(%8!L.$(&!%*0T%8!L.$(&!J'$&4%!
)+-!)!'&-!m!>'&3!I[%.$'(!(.)(!L)%!01(!J3!;&-$0%D!!"+!$+(')6&+*1%!0)(.&(&'!L)%!
+*(&-!$+!(.&!2&4(!)';D!!W1;&'*1%!0)'-$)0!;*+$(*'$+>!K)-%!L&'&!+*(&-!*+!)22!
4*1'!=1)-')+(%!*4!(.&!('1+TD!!"+!$+(1J)($*+!(1J&!L)%!+*(&-!K'*('1-$+>!4'*;!
(.&!;*1(.!*4!(.&!-&0&-&+(D!!"!Fl!2$+&)'!)J')%$*+!L)%!+*(&-!*+!(.&!%T$+!)(!(.&!
'$>.(!%0)K12)D!!"!€l!L$-&8!•l!-&&K!41''*L!L)%!+*(&-!*+!(.&!4'*+(!*4!(.&!+&0T!
J&>$++$+>!J&2*L!(.&!2&4(!&)'!J&+&)(.!(.&!`)L!)+-!&Y(&+-$+>!)0'*%%!(.&!
)+(&'$*'!%1'4)0&!*4!(.&!(.'*)(!(*!J&2*L!(.&!'$>.(!&)'!)+-!(&';$+)($+>!+&)'!(.&!
J)0T!*4!(.&!+&0TD!!I.&!4)0&!)KK&)'&-!%2$>.(23!0*+>&%(&-!L$(.!K$+K*$+(!
K&(&0.$)2!.&;*''.)>&%!+*(&-!$+%$-&!J*(.!&3&2$-%D!!I.&!-&0&-&+(!L)%!L)';!(*!
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Informed Consent
Description of the Interview Protocol:
As part of the County Coroner Departmentbs onEgoing goal to improve and become more
effective in death investigation techniYues= deputies are piloting a standardi]ed interview
protocol= which will later be analy]ed to determine its effectiveness in eYuivocal cases= like
accidents= suicides or homicides. Madelyn Schwart]= deputy coroner for County for the last 1.
years= has developed an extensive retrospective profile interview format PSRPQ with the intent of
not only helping to establish the mode of death but an intense examination of the psychosocial
factors to tease out the intentionality and possible motivations of the decedent.
gour participation will involve answering Yuestions about the decedent from your personal
perspective to the best of your abilities. Rhe protocol is designed to facilitate an ob`ective and
non`udgmental approach for remembering details about the decedent. Rhe interview generally
lasts anywhere from 1 to 3 hours depending on your relationship to the decedentk you will be
encouraged to attend to your physical and mental health needs= like taking breaks= stopping for
food= or attending to emotional needs. If for any reason you would like to terminate the interview
you may do so at any time.
Risks and Discomforts:
Rhere may be some discomfort associated with the interview process in that your responses to the
interview Yuestions may trigger a range of emotions from sadness= anger= confusion= or laughter.
All are normal and natural reactions to a painful and unfortunate event. Again= please feel free to
ask for what you need in order to address your physical and mental health needs. Each
interviewer has a telephone list of local counselors and therapists who speciali]e in bereavement
and grief and would assist in arranging an appointment for you if reYuested.
Potential Benefits:
Many participants who agreed to be interviewed have reported a hsense of relief=i or described
the interview as an opportunity to hpiece some of the pieces of the pu]]le together.i gour
participation will also be contributing to a growing body of data that will help to standardi]e and
improve the death investigation process.
Protection of Confidentiality:
As with any investigation done through the Coronerbs Department= your responses to todaybs
interview are private and confidential. If this particular case is used for future training or
research= all the information you share will be disguised so as to protect your identity and the
identity of any persons= place or situations depicted in the interview.
Alternative Recording Procedures:
Rhe interview you are voluntarily participating in may be recorded by the interviewer in a number
of ways that is most comfortable and preferable to you. gou will have the choice of having the
interview video taped= recorded with auditory tape or handEwritten notes taken by the interviewer
during the interview.

Voluntary Participation:
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gour participation in the interview process is considered voluntary. gou may choose not to
participate and you may withdraw your consent to participate at any time.
Contact Information:
If you have any Yuestions or concerns regarding your participation in the interview process as
well as any Yuestions or concerns you might have about the interviewer= please contact Madelyn
Schwart] at the County Coronerbs office. Rhe phone number isl. gou will be given a business
card from the interviewer if you should need to contact the Coronerbs office.

CONSENT
I have read the above statement and have been fully advised of the procedures to be used in
this pro`ect. I have been given sufficient opportunity to ask any Yuestions= I had concerning
the procedures and possible risks involved. I understand the potential risks involved and I
assume them voluntarily. I likewise understand that I can withdraw from the study at any
time without being sub`ected to reproach. I may also ask for a summary of the results of this
study.
Signature

Date
Participant

Print Name
If under the age of 18 the signature below indicates that you are making a decision to have your
child participate in this study. gour signature indicates that you have read Por been readQ the
information provided above and decided to allow your child to participate.

Signature

Date
Parent and/or Guardian and/or Authorized Representative

Print Name

* If requested, you may have a copy of this signed consent form.
!
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